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ABSTRACT
The DSTO UAS Database contains geometric, aerodynamic, and performance data for nearly
nine hundred semi-autonomous and remotely piloted unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) utilising fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The Database has been created using
information from a variety of public sources and is intended to serve as a repository and as a
source of data for analysis of the various systems. Here, the characteristics of fixed-wing
UAVs are examined as functions of their mass. Where appropriate, fixed-wing UAVs are
compared with manned aircraft and birds to provide the reader with an overview of the contents of the Database and to indicate some of its possible uses. Other demonstrated applications include historical analyses.
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Executive Summary
Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) are expected to fulfil the majority of future military
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance missions and eventually to replace most
manned air-combat and strike aircraft. Thus, they have become an important topic of
study for DSTO. This has motivated the creation of a database of UAS based on fixedwing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), termed the DSTO UAS Database. It serves as a
repository of information about the various systems in development or use worldwide
and as a source of data for analyses of individual systems and groups. Geometric,
aerodynamic, and performance data for semi-autonomous and remotely piloted UAS
are available from a wide range of public sources; however, collation of a database was
found to be necessary because the existing sources do not provide the information in a
form that permits detailed mathematical and historical or developmental analyses.
Nearly nine hundred UAS are included in the Database both for completeness and,
where possible, to permit systematic analyses of UAS characteristics. In this report, the
geometric and aerodynamic parameters of UAVs are examined as functions of UAV
operating mass and compared with those of manned aircraft and birds, through the
use of scaling laws derived under the assumptions of geometric and aerodynamic similarity. These scaling laws are shown to apply equally well to manned transport aircraft
and most classes of UAVs; however, there are some significant exceptions, including
the smallest UAVs (i.e. ‘micro’ air vehicles or MAVs) and those with strict power limitations (e.g. solar-powered UAVs). Several performance characteristics are explored,
and it is shown that the data loosely correlate with power laws. Thus, estimates of the
range and endurance of a UAV can be inferred from its mean mass.
The Database permits comparisons amongst different classes of UAS (e.g. medium-altitude, long-endurance vs. high-altitude, long-endurance). Demonstrated applications
include comparisons of fixed- and flapping-wing MAVs with birds and comparisons of
long-endurance UAS with ultra-efficient manned aircraft and natural flyers. The aim is
to explore the extremes made possible by the absence of a human pilot, beginning with
the most obvious: small size and long endurance. Similarly, one could compare and
contrast manned tactical fighter aircraft with unmanned combat air vehicles (UCAVs)
to examine how design has changed with the removal of the aircrew.
The Database has recently been converted by members of The Technical Cooperation
®
Program (TTCP) from its original Microsoft Excel spreadsheet format to a structured
database format to make it more widely available to and searchable by potential users.
Periodic maintenance, further validation of the data, and on-going additions are
planned. This report describes the state of the Database prior to its transmittal to TTCP.
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Acronyms
AER TP-6
AUVSI
CBRN
CFL
DARPA
ELINT
EO
EW
ERAST
H2
HALE
HC
ICE
IR
ISA
ISR
ISTAR
LOS
MALE
MAV
MTOM
N/A
NAV
RMS
RPV
TTCP
UAS
UAV
UCAV
VTOL

TTCP Aerospace Group Technical Panel 6 (Unmanned Aerial Systems)
Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International
chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear
confidence level
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
electronic intelligence (payload)
electro-optical (sensor)
electronic warfare (payload)
Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor Technology
hydrogen
high-altitude, long-endurance
hydrocarbon
internal combustion engine
infra-red (sensor)
International Standard Atmosphere
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance
line-of-sight
medium-altitude, long-endurance
‘micro’ air vehicle
maximum take-off mass
not available
‘nano’ air vehicle
root-mean-squared
remotely piloted vehicle
The Technical Cooperation Program
unmanned aerial system or systems
unmanned aerial vehicle
unmanned combat air vehicle
vertical take-off and landing

Symbols
AR
b
bfore
btail
c
CD
C D ,0
C D ,( R / C ) max
C D ,V max -R
CL

wing aspect ratio
wingspan (m)
fore-plane wingspan (m)
tail-unit wingspan (m)
mean wing chord (m)
drag coefficient
parasitic drag coefficient
drag coefficient at speed of maximum climb rate
drag coefficient at best-range airspeed
lift coefficient
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C L ,( R / C ) max
C L ,V max -R
dfuse
e
f frame
f batt
f fuel
f pay
f propul
f useful

g
h
H ceil
H max
H min
HV max
H V max -R
lfuse
ltotal
(L / D)max
m
mbatt
m empty
mframe
mfuel
mmax - T/O
mpay
mpropul
museful
Pav,max
Pmax -R
Pmax -R ,stat
Preq
Preq,( R/C )max
Psupp
(R / C )max
Re max −R
Reop

R
R ferry
R radius
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lift coefficient at speed of maximum climb rate
lift coefficient at best-range airspeed
maximum fuselage diameter (m)
Oswald’s span efficiency
airframe mass fraction
battery mass fraction
maximum fuel-mass fraction
maximum payload-mass fraction
propulsion-system (e.g. battery, fuel-cell, and solar-cell plus motor or engine) -mass fraction
maximum useful-load fraction (i.e. maximum payload- and fuel- or batterymass fraction)
gravitational constant (= 9.81 m/s2)
aircraft height (m)
ceiling (m)
maximum operating altitude (m)
minimum operating altitude (m)
maximum-speed altitude (m)
altitude at best-range condition (m)
fuselage length (m)
total aircraft or body length (m)
maximum lift-to-drag ratio
mean UAV mass (kg)
battery mass (kg)
empty mass (kg)
airframe mass (kg)
maximum fuel mass (kg)
maximum take-off mass, MTOM (kg)
maximum payload mass (kg)
propulsion-system (e.g. battery, fuel-cell, engine, or motor) mass (kg)
maximum useful load (i.e. maximum payload and fuel or battery mass) (kg)
maximum available propulsive power (W)
best-range or cruise power (W)
stated best-range or cruise power (W)
power required to overcome drag (W)
power required to overcome drag at the maximum-climb condition (W)
maximum supplied electrical or mechanical power (W)
maximum rate of climb (m/s)
Reynolds number based on best-range airspeed, mean wing chord, and air
viscosity at sea level
Reynolds number based on operating speed, mean wing chord, and air
viscosity at sea level (evaluated for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs
and targets only)
range (km)
ferry range (km)
mission radius (km)
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ν
ρ

fore-plane wing area (m2)
tail-unit wing area (m2)
total lifting surface area (m2)
wetted area (m2)
main wing area (m2)
endurance (h)
maximum available propulsive thrust (N)
stated thrust at best-range or cruise condition (N)
maximum supplied thrust (N)
maximum speed (m/s)
best-range or cruise airspeed (m/s)
loiter or minimum-power speed (m/s)
speed never to be exceeded (m/s)
speed of forward flight at the maximum-climb condition (m/s)
stall speed (m/s)
launch or take-off speed (m/s)
mean UAV weight (N)
empty UAV weight (N)
maximum weight for bird species (N)
maximum take-off weight for UAV (N)
flight efficiency at best-range conditions
propulsive efficiency
−5
2
air viscosity (1.46 × 10 m /s at sea level)
air density (1.22 kg/m3 at sea level)

Units
h
kg
km
m
min
N
s

hours
kilograms
kilometres
metres
minutes
Newtons
seconds

Sfore
Stail
Stotal
Swet
Swing
T
Tav,max
Tmax -R ,stat
Tsupp
Vmax
Vmax -R
Vmin - P
Vnever−ex
V( R/C )max
Vstall
VT/O
W
W empty
W max
W max- T/O
h flight,max
η propul
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1 Introduction
*

The value of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS ) for intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) missions has been demonstrated through their extensive recent and publicly acknowledged use in military and civilian operations [1]. Governments around the globe anticipate that UAS will fulfil the majority of their future ISTAR
requirements and that unmanned combat air vehicles (UCAVs) will eventually replace
manned air-combat and strike aircraft [2, 3]. Recent estimates indicate that UAS are
commercially manufactured in at least forty countries [4] and that more than seventy
countries operate them [5]. For these reasons, UAS have become an important topic of
study for governmental, university, and industrial research organisations. Within DSTO,
this has motivated the creation of a database of the aerodynamic and performance characteristics of systems relying on fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that can serve
as a repository of information about the various UAS in development or use worldwide
and as a source of data for analyses of individual systems and groups.
The DSTO UAS Database (herein referred to as the Database) may be searched to provide
information about a particular system or manufacturer or to create a list of UAS capable of
conducting a mission with, for example, specified minimum payload capacity and range.
Analysis of the data for UAVs utilising a given power source (e.g. solar or fuel cells) may
yield a greater understanding of their current capabilities and promise for future technological advance. The cumulative data also permits projections of the capabilities and performance of a UAS about which one has limited knowledge. Conversely, the characterisation of UAVs of a given class or with a given power source, etc., may permit partial verification of proposed designs. For example, if the claimed range and endurance of a proposed UAS is significantly greater than that of existing UAS of the same size and with the
same type of propulsion system, explanation may be sought from the manufacturer. The
advantages of new technologies incorporated in UAS may be explored by comparison
with existing systems that would otherwise be expected to have similar performance characteristics (e.g. range, endurance, best-range or maximum airspeed, and ceiling).
The Database has to-date been utilised in several studies of UAS technology, including
investigations of novel power sources for UAV propulsion and autonomous energy harvesting [6-8], as well as comparisons of small UAS with manned aircraft [9] and longendurance UAVs with other efficient flyers [10]. Historical studies conducted by use of the
Database include examinations of the development of the Predator family of tactical UAS
[11] and of BAE Systems’ Taranis program [12], which highlighted the challenges associated with the development of UCAVs. Information from the Database has also been used in
proposing a risk-based airworthiness-certification approach for UAS [13, 14].
Under The Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP), members of the Aerospace Group
Technical Panel 6 (AER TP-6), Unmanned Aerial Systems, have recently converted the
Usage here is in accordance with the RTCA UAS Guidance Material DO-304, which states that ‘the plural
acronym is the same as the singular, UAS.’ See http://www.rtca.org/onlinecart/product.cfm?id=408.

*
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Database from its original Microsoft Excel spreadsheet format to a relational Database
®
format (Microsoft Access ). This development has made it more widely available to and
searchable by potential users and will facilitate periodic updates and user additions. The
panel has already overseen significant enhancements of the payload and datalink
descriptions in the new version of the Database, with additional data categories being
®
included in the Access version. The aim of this report is to describe the construction of the
original DSTO UAS Database and to enable readers’ understanding of its aggregated
contents. The enhancements made by TTCP AER TP-6 are outside the scope of this report.
Section 2 briefly describes the contents of the Database and the sources from which the
information was obtained; while the reader is referred to Appendices A and B for detailed
explanations of the data categories and of the methods used to estimate quantities not
directly available from the published literature. The aggregated contents of the Database
are discussed in some detail in Section 3, where histograms of the dataset are provided,
along with plots of the geometric, aerodynamic, and performance parameters as functions
of the mass of the UAV. Also shown in Section 3, for comparison, are geometric and aerodynamic scaling laws and best-fit power laws relating the characteristics of manned
aircraft and birds to their mean masses, the derivations of which are described in
Appendix C. Readers primarily interested in analyses of specific groups of UAS based on
the information contained in the Database are advised to refer to Section 4, where two
examples of such analyses are outlined. In Section 5, several conclusions on the utility of
the UAS Database are presented, along with recommendations on its future development
and usage.

2
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2 Database Population
The data were extracted from a variety of unclassified sources, such as Jane’s All the World’s
Aircraft: Unmanned [15], Aviation Week & Space Technology [16], Shephard’s UVOnline [17],
and the Online Guide to Unmanned Systems from the Association for Unmanned Vehicle
Systems International (AUVSI) [18]. Included were UAS designed for close-range, tactical,
medium-altitude, long-endurance (MALE), and high-altitude, long-endurance (HALE)
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions; scaled targets used for
training in aircraft identification; high-speed targets used for gunnery training; and unique
designs, such as UAVs capable of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) that transition to
fixed-wing flight (e.g. stop- and tilt-rotor vehicles). The UAVs range in size from ‘micro’ air
vehicles (MAVs), usually defined as having a maximum dimension of 150 mm or less, to
ones with wingspans of up to 80 m and characteristics similar to those of large manned
aircraft. Indeed, several of the vehicles proposed for HALE ISR missions may be produced
in unmanned and manned or in optionally piloted versions.
The categories of data sought for each entry in the Database are listed in Tables 1–5. When
conflicting information about a UAS was found, preference was given to data supplied by
manufacturers directly (e.g. on their websites or in brochures) or, in its absence, by Jane’s
All the World’s Aircraft: Unmanned [15], as the data it provides is from manufacturers and
thus deemed accurate and current. All sources are listed as numbered references in the
Database; and the date of the Jane’s reference is provided (if appropriate).
Often, the available information about a particular UAS is incomplete; however, a description was entered into the Database if (at a minimum) the maximum take-off mass (MTOM)
of the UAV and its wingspan were obtainable. All other information was considered nonessential and entered if found in published documents or computed if the values required
to do so were available. Extensive information on nearly nine hundred UAS is contained in
the Database, with about 100 more for which inadequate data were obtainable on a ‘watchlist’ to be re-considered if more information is obtained in the future. Detailed descriptions
of the data categories and methods used to estimate quantities for which values were not
directly available are provided in Appendix A.
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Table 1

Descriptive data entered for each listing in the DSTO UAS Database

Name(s)
Reference(s) and Jane’s reference date
Country(ies) of origin
Manufacturer(s)
Period of development and manufacture
Estimated date of design fix
Military or civilian customer(s)
Region and time of deployment
Mission description and category
1 = ISTAR

2 = UCAV

4 = scaled target

5 = lethal

3 = target

Payload description and type
−1 = unspecified

0 = none

1 = EO *

2 = IR †

3 = radar

4 = environmental

5 = CBRN ‡ detection

6 = acoustic

7 = ELINT §

8 = geophysical
11 = EW **

9 = communication relay 10 = targeting system
12 = munitions

13 = smoke, chaff, etc.

14 = cargo

Launch system description and category
0 = by hand

1 = bungee

2 = pneumatic

3 = ballistic

4 = air drop

5 = vehicle roof

6 = rocket boost

7 = vertical take-off

8 = hydraulic

9 = from ground

10 = wheeled trolley

11 = runway, wheeled

12 = submarine

Landing/recovery system description and category
0 = non-recoverable

1 = skid

2 = parachute/parafoil

3 = deep stall

4 = vertical

5 = water landing

6 = net or hook

7 = wheeled

8 = wheeled with hook

9 = air capture

Navigational and control systems
Datalink
Materials
Transportation and storage
Ground crew
Cost
System composition
Operational limits
Name of person entering data
*

Electro-optical

Infrared
Chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear
§ Electronic intelligence
** Electronic warfare
†
‡

4
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Mass and weight data entered (black) or computed (blue) for each listing in the DSTO
UAS Database
Mass-input method
0 = maximum take-off and empty masses known
1 = maximum take-off mass known, empty mass estimated
2 = empty mass known, maximum take-off mass estimated
3 = maximum take-off and empty masses estimated

Maximum take-off mass, mmax-T/O (kg)
Empty mass, mempty (kg)
Mean aircraft mass, m = (mempty + mmax-T/O)/2 (kg)
Maximum take-off weight, Wmax-T/O = g mmax-T/O (N)
Empty aircraft weight, Wempty = g mempty (N)
Mean aircraft weight, W = g m (N)
Maximum payload mass, mpay (kg)
Maximum payload-mass fraction, fpay = mpay/mmax-T/O
Maximum fuel mass, mfuel (kg)
Maximum fuel-mass fraction, ffuel = mfuel/mmax-T/O
Battery mass, mbatt (kg)
Battery-mass fraction, fbatt = mbatt/mmax-T/O
Maximum useful mass, museful (kg)
Maximum useful-mass fraction, fuseful = museful/mmax-T/O
Airframe mass, mframe (kg)
Airframe-mass fraction, fframe = mframe/mmax-T/O

Table 3

Geometric and aerodynamic data entered (black) or computed (blue) for each listing in
the DSTO UAS Database
Total aircraft length, ltotal (m)
Total aircraft height, h (m)
Fuselage length, lfuse (m)
Maximum fuselage width, dfuse (m)
Wingspan, b (m)
Wing area, Swing (m2)
Aerofoil type
Mean wing chord, c‾ = Swing/b (m)
Wing aspect ratio, AR = b2/Swing or b/cMean wing loading, W/Swing (N/m2)
Fore-plane span, bfore (m)
Fore-plane area, Sfore (m2)
Tail-unit span, btail (m)
Tail-unit area, Stail (m2)
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Table 4

Performance data entered (black) or computed (blue) for each listing in the DSTO UAS
Database
Stall airspeed, Vstall (m/s)
Loiter or minimum-power airspeed, Vmin-P (m/s)
Best-range (or operating) airspeed input method
0 = direct input
1 = based on Mach number at H V max -R

2 = estimated to be 1.32 Vmin-P

Best-range or cruise airspeed, Vmax -R (m/s)
Altitude at best-range condition, H V max -R (m)
Operating airspeed, Vop (m/s)
Operating-airspeed altitude, HVop (m)
Reynolds number at best-range airspeed, Remax-R = Vmax-R c- /ν
Reynolds number at operating speed, Reop = Vop c- /ν
Maximum-airspeed input method
0 = direct input
1 = based on Mach number at HVmax

Maximum airspeed, Vmax (m/s)
Maximum-airspeed altitude, HVmax (m)
Never-exceed airspeed, Vnever-ex (m/s)
Launch or take-off airspeed, VT/O (m/s)
Maximum climb rate, (R/C)max (m/s)
Minimum operating altitude, Hmin (m)
Maximum operating altitude, Hmax (m)
Ceiling, Hceil (m)
Ferry range, Rferry (km)
Mission radius, Rradius (km)
Range, R = Rferry or 2 Rradius (km)
Mission limiter
1 = datalink
2 = fuel/battery capacity

Endurance, T (h)

6
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Propulsion-system and power-requirement data entered (black) or computed (blue) for
each listing in the DSTO UAS Database
Power-plant description and propulsive category
0 = un-powered or ballistic
1 = electrical motor(s) with propeller(s)
2 = HC *- or H2 †-fuelled ICE(s) ‡ with propeller(s)
3 = turboprop engine(s) with propeller(s)
4 = turbojet or turbofan engine(s)
5 = rocket motor

Electrical power source(s)
1 = battery
2 = fuel cell or fuel-cell/battery hybrid
3 = solar
4 = solar-augmented battery or H2 fuel-cell
5 = battery augmented by harvesting from powerlines

Propulsion-system mass, mpropul (kg)
Propulsion-system–mass fraction, fpropul = mpropul/mmax-T/O
Supplied thrust, Tsupp (N)
Supplied power, Psupp (W)
= stated value for propeller-driven aircraft
= Tsupp Vmax or Tsupp Vop for turbojet-, turbofan-, or rocket-propelled
aircraft

Supplied power-to-mass ratio, Psupp/m (W/kg)
Propulsive efficiency, hpropul, and input method
1 = stated
2 = assumed

Maximum available propulsive power, Pav,max (W)
= hpropul Psupp or Tsupp Vmax for prop-driven aircraft
= Psupp for turbojet-, turbofan-, or rocket-propelled aircraft

Maximum available thrust, Tav,max = Pav,max/Vmax (N)
Maximum thrust-to-weight ratio, Tav,max/W
Stated power at best-range or cruise condition, Pmax -R ,stat (W)
Stated thrust at best-range conditions, Tmax -R ,stat (N) or Pmax-R,stat/Vmax-R
Power required at best-range conditions, Pmax-R (W)
= 3¾ [Pav,max − W (R/C)max]/2 for propeller-driven aircraft
= Tsupp Vmax -R for turbojet- or turbofan-driven aircraft
Maximum flight efficiency, hflight,max = Wmax-T/O Vmax-R/Pmax-R
Maximum lift-to-drag ratio, (L/D)max

Hydrocarbon
Hydrogen
‡ Internal-combustion engine(s)
*

†
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3 Aggregated UAS Data
As described in this section, many of the parameters listed in Tables 1–5 have been plotted
to indicate the scope of the Database and the characteristics of various types of UAS. The
mean of the empty mass and MTOM of each UAV, m, as defined in Table 2, has been
chosen as the representative quantity against which the characteristics of the UAS are
plotted. Although the MTOM of a UAV is frequently more reliably known than its empty
mass (and thus more reliably known than its mean mass), for the purposes of comparing
UAS across the full size/weight range and of comparing them with birds and manned
aircraft (the goal of other work [9, 10]), the mean mass is often more useful than MTOM.
Varying numbers of points appear on each plot, as a different (usually incomplete) combination of data is available for each UAS in the Database. The characteristics and performance of individual classes of UAS (e.g. close-range surveillance systems utilising MAVs or
long-endurance ISTAR UAS, as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively) may be
examined in greater detail; however, the selection of plots presented in this section illustrates the contents of the Database, indicates some of the trends observable in the dataset,
and suggests the sorts of analyses that may be performed using it.
Scaling laws for the characteristics of birds and manned aircraft as functions of mean mass
are also plotted. The scaling laws for manned aircraft and a relation giving MTOM as a
function of mean mass were derived by Liu [19] by use of data for general aviation and
transport aircraft with piston, turboprop, and turbofan engines from Jane’s All the World’s
Aircraft [20]. Liu derived a similar set of scaling laws for the characteristics of birds with
data chiefly from Tennekes [21]. Other researchers [22, 23] have provided biometric data
for birds that was used to refine Liu’s results for presentation here. The basis of the scaling
laws is the assumption of geometric (allometric) and aerodynamic similarity: length scal1/3
1/6
ing as m , best-range airspeed as m , etc. [19]. For the reader’s convenience, a summary
of the scaling laws and empirically based power laws is provided in Appendix C.
The scaling laws are included on the plots of UAS characteristics provided in this section
primarily to guide the reader’s eye to the expected dependence of each quantity on mean
mass (under the assumption of geometric and aerodynamic similarity) and to highlight
departures from similarity. Mean relative errors for regression of the data for manned
aircraft and birds as a function of mass were reported by Liu [19]; and the values were
confirmed in the current work by use of raw data provided by Liu. The relative root-meansquared (RMS) error, equivalent to the RMS error of the scaling-law coefficient, was also
determined for each scaling law derived for manned aircraft, birds, or UAVs; and based on
the size of the sample being considered, the relative uncertainty of each scaling-law
coefficient at the 90% confidence level (CFL) [24] was computed. This value indicates a
90% probability that the scaling-law coefficient derived from another identically sized
random sample of the same underlying population would lie within the confidence
interval associated with the computed scaling-law coefficient [24]. The 90% CFLs
associated with each scaling law are provided (in parentheses) on the plots that follow.
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Table 6 and Figure 1 show the number of UAVs in each decade of mean aircraft mass
*
represented in the Database. As indicated in the first row of Table 6, the majority of UAVs
(~65%) have a mean mass of less than 100 kg, which is under the lower limit for manned
aircraft, dictated by the weight of a human pilot. Values of mean mass for fewer than 20%
3
of the UAVs fall outside the range of 1–10 kg; and the heaviest (e.g. Global Hawk with
3
4
m = 8 × 10 kg and the RQ-37A, a proposed unmanned version of the C-37, at 3 × 10 kg)
weigh at least an order of magnitude less than large transport aircraft (e.g. the Boeing
5
Boeing 747-400 and the Antonov An-124, both at slightly less than 3 × 10 kg [19], and the
5
Airbus A380-800 at 4 × 10 kg [19]).
The UAS data displayed in Table 6 and Figure 1 are categorised according to the type of
propulsion system used and the mission to indicate the applicability of the various methods of propulsion. The numbers of propeller-driven ISTAR UAVs with HC- or H2-fuelled
ICEs, with turboprop engines, with (in a single case) a hydrazine (rocket-motor)-powered
engine, and with electric motors powered by batteries, solar cells, and H2 fuel cells are displayed, as are the numbers of turbojet- and turbofan-powered ISTAR UAVs and UCAVs
and un-powered ISTAR UAVs (i.e. gliders). Also shown are data for: propeller-driven,
ICE-powered high-speed and scaled targets; targets powered by rocket motors; turbojetand turbofan-powered targets; and ballistic (un-powered) targets.
The usage (and current limitations) of electric propulsion systems powered by batteries,
solar cells, and H2 fuel cells is illustrated by the data displayed in Table 6 and Figure 1.
Batteries are rarely used to power UAVs with masses of more than 10 kg; and no UAV
weighing more than 100 kg uses battery power alone; however, there are at present several
projects worldwide on the use of hybridised battery and fuel-cell power systems for
manned aviation and long-endurance ISTAR UAVs [6, 8, 25, 26]. The latter often aim to
use energy-storage devices in combination with solar collection [27].
5

A wide mass range (0.1 kg < m < 10 kg) is accommodated by propulsion systems with
propellers and ICEs or turboprop engines; although only 6% of the ISTAR UAVs powered
by ICEs have masses less than 10 kg, because of the inherent inefficiencies of combustion
at small scales. About a third of the turboprop-powered ISTAR UAVs have masses less
3
than 10 kg. Turbojets and turbofans are used for targets, ISTAR UAVs, and UCAVs (or
subscale UCAV demonstrators) with masses of at least 10 kg.

3.1 Geometric and Aerodynamic Characteristics
3.1.1 Wingspan
Figure 2 shows the data for wingspan as a function of mean mass for the nearly nine hundred individual UAVs associated with the UAS represented in the Database. Immediately
The colour coding used in Table 6 and Figure 1 is used throughout the following plots and tables to identify
UAS by propulsive method, i.e. red points and text always represent turbojet- and turbofan-powered aircraft,
orange represents solar-powered aircraft, etc.
*
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Table 6

Numbers of UAVs in each mean-mass range in the Database, categorised by
propulsion-system and mission type
range of UAV mean mass, m (kg)
vehicle type

propeller-driven

101 –
102

102 –
103

103 –
104

104 –
105

All

50

217

291

214

78

14

875

battery-powered UAVs

—

7

37

136

14

—

—

—

194

H2-fuel-cell–powered UAVs

—

1

1

10

5

4

—

—

21

solar-powered UAVs

—

1

8

11

8

8

1

—

37

ICE-powered UAVs

—

—

3

21

147

139

25

1

336

ICE-powered targets

—

—

—

19

49

6

—

—

74

ICE-powered scaled targets

—

—

—

16

23

—

—

—

39

—

—

—

—

—

5

10

—

15

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

1

12

15

21

8

57

—

—

—

—

9

3

11

3

26

—

—

—

—

22

25

7

2

56

—

—

—

—

—

4

—

—

4

2

—

1

3

—

2

—

—

8

—

—

—

—

—

3

—

—

3

and UCAVs
turboprop-powered target
hydrazine (rocket-motor)powered UAV

turbojet- or turbofanand rocket-driven

−

9

turboprop ISTAR UAVs

un-driven

−

2

All

10

−

10 3 – 10 2 – 10 1 – 100 –
−
−
10 2
10 1
100
101

turbojet- and turbofanpowered ISTAR UAVs
turbojet- and turbofanpowered UCAVs
turbojet- and turbofanpowered targets
rocket-powered UAVs
un-powered UAVs
ballistic targets
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300

1

rocket targets

Histogram
showing
ramjet
targets the numbers of fixed-wing UAVs of various types in the Database (broken down by propulsion
system and
mission)
ramjet UAVs as a function of mean mass
250

turbojet and turbofan targets

Number of UAVs in mass range

turbojet and turbofan UCAVs
turbojet and turbofan ISTAR UAVs
rocket motor, prop UAV

200

turboprop targets
turboprop ISTAR UAVs and UCAVs
HC ICE-powered, prop scaled targets
HC ICE-powered, prop targets

150

HC and H2 ICE-powered, prop UAVs
solar-powered, prop UAVs
H2–fuel-cell–powered, prop UAVs
battery-powered UAVs

100

un-powered (ballistic) targets
un-powered UAVs

50

0
1E-3

1E-2

1E-1

1E0

1E+1

1E+2

1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

Mass, m (kg)
Figure 1

Histogram showing the numbers of fixed-wing UAVs of various types in the Database (broken down by propulsion system and
mission) as a function of mean mass
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1E+2

Wingspan, b (m)

2

Liu's scaling law for manned aircraft (±4% at 90% CFL)
scaling
lawmass
for birds
at 90%
Wingspan vs.
mean
for (±3%
all UAVs
inCFL)
the Database. Also shown are the scaling laws for manned aircraft derived by Liu [19]
un-powered UAVs
and for birds
derived
by
use
of
the
data
provided
by Tennekes [21] (via Liu), Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23].
un-powered (ballistic) targets
battery-powered, prop UAVs
H2–fuel-cell–powered, prop UAVs
solar-powered, prop UAVs
HC and H2 ICE-powered, prop UAVs
HC ICE-powered, prop targets
HC ICE-powered, prop scaled targets
1E+1
turboprop-powered UAVs
turboprop-powered targets
b = 0.989 m1/3
rocket motor, prop UAV
turbojet and turbofan ISTAR UAVs
turbojet and turbofan UCAVs
turbojet and turbofan targets
ramjet UAVs
ramjet targets
rocket targets

1E+0

b = 1.10 m1/3

1E-1
1E-3

1E-2

1E-1

1E+0

1E+1

1E+2

1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

Mass, m (kg)
Figure 2
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Wingspan vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the scaling laws for manned aircraft derived by Liu [19] and
for birds derived by use of the data provided by Tennekes [21] (via Liu), Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23].
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noticeable are the systematic departures of some classes of UAVs from the mean value of
wingspan at a given mass, which is approximately described by the scaling law for
manned aircraft. For example, the wingspans of battery-powered UAVs are seen to decrease with decreasing mass significantly faster than expected for geometrically similar
aircraft, a finding attributable to the fact that their designers usually aim for compact size
and as large a chord-based Reynolds number as possible [9]. In contrast, the wingspans of
turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs generally follow the expected relationship (i.e.
1/3
scaling with m ), but are on average roughly half the size expected from the scaling law,
with the exception of the HALE ISTAR UAVs (grouped above the scaling law at
3
4
10 kg < m < 3 × 10 kg), for which long-span, high–aspect-ratio wings are the norm [10].
Another exceptional group apparent in Figure 2 is solar-powered UAVs, which are discussed further in this section, in Section 4.2, and in [10].

3.1.2 Length and Fuselage Dimensions
Along with wingspan, other significant geometric parameters for an aircraft include its
total length and the length and maximum width of its fuselage. For UAVs with conventional planforms, the fuselage length is usually identical to the total aircraft length; whereas many novel UAV designs (e.g. tailless flying-wing UCAVs and other blended-body designs that comprise ∼6% of the Database) do not include a separately identifiable fuselage.
Figure 3 shows the total aircraft length as a function of mean aircraft mass. This parameter
is available for ∼72% of the UAVs with distinct fuselages. Also shown in Figure 3 are scaling laws for manned aircraft [19] and birds [28].
In the majority of cases, UAVs are seen to be somewhat shorter than equivalently scaled
manned aircraft, but not as short as the ‘mean’ bird of the same mass. For example, the
total lengths of ICE-powered UAVs, which correspond closely to their fuselage lengths,
1/3
are better described by a newly derived scaling law, 0.71 m , than by the scaling law for
1/3
manned aircraft [11] provided in Appendix C (0.88 m ), which implies that UAVs are
roughly 80% as long as manned aircraft scaled to the same mass. Frequent exceptions to
this are seen at the smallest scales, where MAVs appear on the plot. Most MAVs have nontraditional planforms, often being flying wings or disk-shaped, and are relatively shorter
than their larger, heavier counterparts. Indeed, Figure 3 illustrates that their values of total
1/3
length are better represented by the scaling law for birds (0.31 m , Appendix C).
Values for fuselage width were available for only ~30% of the UAVs in the Database that
are known to have fuselages; and the available data are displayed in Figure 4 as a function
of mean mass. The sparsity of data for UAVs with m < 1 kg results from the fact that up to
75% of the UAVs for which basic geometries are known have no fuselages. At the other
3
end of the mass range, for UAVs with m > 10 kg, 11% of the entries in the Database for
which the basic layouts of the UAVs are known have no separate fuselages.

3.1.3 Wing Area, Chord, and Aspect Ratio
The data for wing area contained in the Database are displayed in Figure 5; while Figures 6
and 7 show the values of mean wing chord and aspect ratio, respectively, computed from
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1E+2

3

Length, ltotal (m)

1E+1

Liu's scaling law for manned aircraft (±3% at 90% CFL)
Templin'slength
scalingvs.
lawmean
for birds
(N/A)
Total aircraft
mass
for all UAVs in the
un-powered UAVs
manned
aircraft
and
by
Templin
[28]
for birds.
un-powered (ballistic) targets
battery-powered, prop UAVs
H2–fuel-cell–powered, prop UAVs
solar-powered, prop UAVs
HC and H2 ICE-powered, prop UAVs
HC ICE-powered, prop targets
HC ICE-powered, prop scaled targets
turboprop-powered UAVs
turboprop-powered targets
turbojet and turbofan ISTAR UAVs
turbojet and turbofan UCAVs
turbojet and turbofan targets
ramjet UAVs
ramjet targets
rocket targets

Database. Also shown are the scaling laws derived by Liu [19] for

ltotal = 0.878 m1/3

1E+0

ltotal = 0.306 m1/3
1E-1
1E-3

1E-2

1E-1

1E+0

1E+1

1E+2

1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

Mass, m (kg)
Figure 3
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Total aircraft length vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the scaling laws derived by Liu [19] for manned
aircraft and by Templin [28] for birds.
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1E+1

Maximum fuselage width, dfuse (m)

4

1E+0

Liu's scaling law for manned aircraft (±3% at 90% CFL)
un-powered
UAVswidth vs. mean mass for all UAVs
Maximum
fuselage
un-powered (ballistic) targets
aircraft derived by Liu [19].
battery-powered, prop UAVs
H2–fuel-cell–powered, prop UAVs
solar-powered, prop UAVs
HC and H2 ICE-powered, prop UAVs
HC ICE-powered, prop targets
HC ICE-powered, prop scaled targets
turboprop-powered UAVs
turboprop-powered target
turbojet and turbofan ISTAR UAVs
turbojet and turbofan UCAVs
turbojet and turbofan targets
ramjet UAV
ramjet targets
rocket targets

in the Database. Also shown is the scaling law for manned

dfuse = 0.103 m1/3

1E-1

1E-2
1E-3

1E-2

1E-1

1E+0

1E+1

1E+2

1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

Mass, m (kg)
Figure 4

Maximum fuselage width vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown is the scaling law for manned aircraft derived by
Liu [19].
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Wing area, Swing (m2)

1E+3
Liu's scaling law for manned aircraft (±9% at 90% CFL)
scaling law for birds (±5% at 90% CFL)
Swing = 0.120 m2/3
5
Wingun-powered
area vs. mean
UAVs mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the scaling laws for manned aircraft
un-powered
targets
derived by Liu
[19] and(ballistic)
for birds
derived by use of the data provided by Tennekes [21] (via Liu), Alerstam et al. [22],
1E+2
battery-powered,
prop
UAVs
and Chatterjee et al. [23].
H2–fuel-cell–powered, prop UAVs
solar-powered, prop UAVs
HC and H2 ICE-powered, prop UAVs
HC ICE-powered, prop targets
1E+1
turboprop-powered UAVs
turboprop-powered target
rocket motor, prop UAV
turbojet and turbofan ISTAR UAVs
turbojet and turbofan UCAVs
1E+0
turbojet and turbofan targets
ramjet UAVs
ramjet targets
rocket targets

1E-1

Swing = 0.160 m2/3

1E-2

1E-3
1E-3

1E-2

1E-1

1E+0

1E+1

1E+2

1E+3

1E+4

1E+5

Mass, m (kg)
Figure 5
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Wing area vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the scaling laws for manned aircraft derived by Liu [19] and
for birds derived by use of the data provided by Tennekes [21] (via Liu), Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23].
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Mean wing chord, c– (m)

1E+1

Liu's scaling law for manned aircraft (±6% at 90% CFL)
scaling law for birds (±3% at 90% CFL)
–
1/3 for manned
UAVs
c = scaling
0.121 mlaws
6
Meanun-powered
wing chord
vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the
un-powered
(ballistic)
target
aircraft derived by Liu [19] and for birds obtained from the scaling laws for wingspan and wing area derived from the
battery-powered, prop UAVs
data provided
by Tennekes [21] (via Liu), Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23].
H2–fuel-cell–powered, prop UAVs
solar-powered, prop UAVs
HC and H2 ICE-powered, prop UAVs
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Figure 6

Mean wing chord vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the scaling laws for manned aircraft derived by Liu
[19] and for birds obtained from the scaling laws for wingspan and wing area derived from the data provided by Tennekes [21] (via
Liu), Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23].
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Wing aspect ratio vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the values of aspect ratio obtained from the scaling
laws for wingspan and wing area derived by Liu [19] for manned aircraft and by use of the data for birds provided by Tennekes [21]
(via Liu), Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23].
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the wingspan and wing area for each UAV (using the definitions given in Table 3). As is
the case for the data for wingspan plotted in Figure 2, the wing areas of solar- and turbojet- or turbofan-powered UAVs are seen to differ in significant ways from the mean, as
approximately represented by the scaling laws for manned aircraft. For example, solarpowered UAVs are found to have much larger values of wing area than manned aircraft
scaled to the same masses would, while many turbojet- or turbofan-powered UAVs have
smaller values.
4
In Figure 5, the point representing the RQ-37A, with a mean mass of 3 × 10 kg, falls almost
directly on the scaling law representing wing area for manned propeller- and turbofandriven aircraft, as is also the case for its values of wingspan and total length and their
associated scaling laws, as shown in Figures 2 and 3; although its fuselage width is relatively smaller than that predicted by the scaling law for manned aircraft (Fig. 4). These
observations highlight the fact that the RQ-37A is an unmanned variant of a transport aircraft. In contrast, UAVs designed for HALE roles have wings with areas similar to those of
manned aircraft of the same mass, but significantly larger wingspans and, consequently,
much larger values of aspect ratio.

Battery-powered UAVs are seen to have average or slightly above-average values of wing
area, which, given the data for wingspan, lead to higher than average values of mean
chord length and lower than average values of aspect ratio for their wings. This finding,
particularly true for MAVs, has been noted by other researchers and is explained by MAV
designers’ desire to maximise wing efficiency in order to maximise the flight efficiency of
the aircraft (i.e. to maximise the lift-to-drag ratio) [29]. For very small air vehicles, such as
the Black Widow MAV [30], the mean chord length of the wing is made as large as possible within the imposed size constraint. This has the effect of minimising aspect ratio and
maximising the chord-based Reynolds number associated with cruising, fixed-wing flight,
as defined in Table 4. It also creates the largest possible value of wing area, thus reducing
the wing loading (the ratio of aircraft weight to wing area) and the best-range airspeed
(discussed in Section 3.2.1).

3.1.4 Wing Loading
Plotted in Figure 8 is the mean wing loading ( W / Swing ) for each UAV for which wing
area is available in the Database, along with scaling laws for the wing loadings of birds and
manned aircraft. These data again emphasise the differences amongst classes of UAVs.
Low-powered UAVs (e.g. battery- and solar-powered UAVs) have significantly (often as
much as a factor of 30 times) lower wing loadings than the ‘mean’ UAV at a given mass, as
approximately represented by the scaling law for manned aircraft. These differences are
discussed further in §4.2. In contrast, the mean wing loading for ICE-powered UAVs is
reasonably well predicted by the scaling law. For a large proportion of turbojet- and
turbofan-powered UAVs, the wing loading is well above the mean value at a given mass
and is nearly independent of mass, a finding also observable from the data in Figure 5,
where wing area is seen to decrease significantly more rapidly with decreasing mass than
anticipated from scaling arguments (i.e. wing area is approximately proportional to mean
mass, therefore, wing loading is approximately constant).
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Mean wing loading vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the scaling laws for manned aircraft derived by Liu
[19] and for birds derived by use of the data provided by Tennekes [21] (via Liu), Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23].
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3.2 Performance Characteristics
3.2.1 Best-Range and Operating Airspeeds and Reynolds Numbers
Figure 9 shows the data for best-range airspeed available in the Database as a function of
mean UAV mass. As noted in Appendix A, for turbojet-, turbofan-, and rocket-powered
UAVs, often the only available data are for the operating airspeed, which is not usually the
same as the best-range airspeed. For comparison, data for operating airspeed have been
plotted in Figure 9. Also shown are a best-fit power law for birds, a scaling law for
manned propeller-driven aircraft, and the mean value for the operating airspeeds of
manned, turbofan-powered aircraft, which corresponds to a Mach number of 0.7 at sea
level.
The data for propeller-driven UAVs are seen generally to follow the scaling behaviour expected for geometrically and aerodynamically similar aircraft [19]; however, the scatter is
substantial because of the great morphological, propulsive, and mission diversity of the
UAVs represented. The mean value of the best-range airspeed for propeller-driven UAVs
at any given mass is somewhat lower than that for an equivalently scaled manned transport aircraft. For turbojet- and turbofan-powered ISTAR UAVs and UCAVs, the data
points for best-range airspeed, though limited in number and scattered, appear to largely
follow the expected dependence. While the plotted values of operating airspeed are usually greater than the range of values of best-range airspeed, in some cases published data
entered into the Database as operating airspeed may actually represent values of best-range
3
5
airspeed (e.g. the points at 10 kg < m < 10 kg and operating airspeeds of 80–100 m/s). An
effort was made to determine the correct notation of all airspeeds before their entry into
the Database, but this was not always definitive; and validation of these entries is warranted prior to their use in further analysis.
As discussed in Appendix A, the maximum airspeed for large, turbojet- and turbofanpowered UAVs (i.e. ISTAR UAVs, UCAVs, and targets) was estimated, when it was
unavailable from the source literature, by dividing the value of operating airspeed by 0.92;
and, conversely, the operating airspeed was estimated by multiplying a given value of
maximum airspeed by the same factor, if only the latter was available. This factor was
derived from the data for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs displayed in Figure 10,
where the ratios of best-range–to–maximum airspeed for all UAVs in the Database are
plotted, along with the ratios of operating-to-maximum airspeed for all turbojet- and turbofan-powered platforms. Values of the ratio of operating-to-maximum airspeed have
only been plotted for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs and targets for which both
values were supplied in the literature. Instances in which either value was estimated are
excluded.
Figure 10 illustrates why there is a lower limit of m to which this method of estimating
3
operating or maximum airspeed was applied. For MTOM > 5 × 10 kg, in no case is the
ratio of operating-to-maximum airspeed less than 0.88 or greater than 0.96; and the limited
data clusters strongly about a mean value of 0.92 (with a ±2% relative RMS error). Whereas
3
for MTOM < 5 × 10 kg, a few reports of much lower values of operating–to–maximumUNCLASSIFIED
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Best-range or operating airspeed vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the scaling law for manned, propellerdriven aircraft derived by Liu [19], the mean value of operating airspeed for manned turbofan-powered aircraft, and a power law for
birds derived by Alerstam et al. [22].
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Figure 10 Ratio of best-range or operating airspeed to maximum airspeed vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database; and ratio of operating to
3
maximum airspeed for turbojet- or turbofan-powered UAVs with mmax > 10 kg.
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airspeed ratio exist. Figure 10 also highlights the fact that, in some cases, values of bestrange airspeed reported in the literature may actually correspond to the operating
airspeed and vice versa.
The data shown in Figure 10 for the other types of UAS reveal that the best-range and
maximum airspeeds are un-correlated for most UAVs. This is explained by the diversity of
mission, propulsion type, and design influences of the individual UAVs. In some cases, a
UAV with a relatively low best-range (and, hence, loiter) airspeed, coupled with an ability
to dash at relatively high speed may be required; while, in others, the number of propulsion systems (e.g. ICE, turbojet, or turbofan engines) open for selection may have been
limited, resulting in platforms with far more available power and resultant maximum airspeed than is necessary (or even safe) for their normal operation. In a few cases, the value
of the ratio of best-range–to–maximum airspeed shown in Figure 10 is unity. This most
often indicates a case in which the literature reports the same values for best-range and
maximum airspeed, which may not reflect the true characteristics of the UAV, but are the
best available values and were, therefore, entered into the Database.
Another method of examining the aggregated UAS performance data is illustrated in Figure 11, which shows the best-range airspeed across the dataset as a function of wing loading. Also shown are: the average value of operating airspeed for manned, turbofan-powered aircraft, which agrees with a significant portion of the data for turbojet- and turbofanpowered UAVs and targets; the scaling law derived by Liu for manned, propeller-driven
general aviation and manned turbofan aircraft; and a best-fit power law for the data for
the best-range speed of birds derived from biometric data provided by Alerstam et al. [22]
(see Appendix C). It is apparent that the geometric characteristics of birds are well
described by scaling laws with exponents that are governed by geometric similarity; while,
in contrast, the best-range airspeed of birds, an aerodynamic characteristic, does not follow
aerodynamic-similarity behaviour as a function of m or wing loading ( W / Swing ).
As shown in Figure 11, the scaling law for best-range airspeed as a function of wing loading for manned aircraft over-predicts its value for many UAVs. This situation is similar to
that seen in Figure 9; however, some of the outlying points in Figure 9 fall within the band
of the aggregated data in Figure 11. For example, the wingspans, wing areas, mean wing
chords, wing loadings, and best-range airspeeds (Figures 2, 5, 7, 8, and 9, respectively) of
solar-powered UAVs show systematic departures from the aggregated data and from the
scaling laws for manned aircraft. This results from their relative lack of geometric similarity to the other classes of UAVs. However, they are comparatively more aerodynamically
similar to other UAVs, as evidenced by the points shown in Figure 11, which implies that
the lift coefficient at best-range conditions is relatively constant across the UAS dataset,
because of its relationship to wing loading and best-range airspeed [31].
The chord-based Reynolds number associated with cruising, fixed-wing flight is plotted in
Figure 12 as a function of m for UAVs for which values of best-range airspeed and mean
chord length are available, along with a scaling law for manned aircraft and a power law
for birds. If a value of operating airspeed is available, as it is in the case of some turbojetand turbofan-powered UAVs, the Reynolds number based on operating airspeed is plotted
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Figure 11 Best-range or operating airspeed vs. mean wing loading for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the scaling laws for manned
aircraft derived by Liu [19] and for birds derived by Alerstam et al. [22].
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Figure 12 Reynolds number at sea level based on best-range or operating airspeed and mean wing chord vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the
Database. Also shown are the scaling law for manned aircraft derived by Liu [19] and a scaling law developed from the power law for
cruising airspeed given by Alerstam et al. [22] and the data for wingspan and wing area provided by Tennekes [21] (via Liu),
Alerstam et al., and Chatterjee et al. [23].
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as well. Figure 12 reveals that the dependence of Reynolds number on m is essentially
consistent with that anticipated from geometric and aerodynamic similarity arguments
(see Appendix C and Liu [19]), including the data for solar-powered UAVs, which might
be expected to show a systematic discrepancy, based on the results discussed above. However, it would appear that the relative decrease in best-range airspeed values for solarpowered UAVs with respect to the scaling law for manned aircraft is balanced by their relatively higher values of mean chord length, such that the Reynolds number based on bestrange airspeed agrees reasonably well with the scaling law derived for manned aircraft.
The attempts of designers of small-scale fixed-wing UAVs to maintain high values of
Reynolds number for the sake of aerodynamic efficiency are well documented [9]. Their
success in doing so is illustrated in Figure 12 by the fact that Reynolds number values for
battery-, ICE-, and turboprop-powered UAVs with m > 1 kg are mostly over-predicted by
the scaling law derived for manned aircraft, whereas for the smallest UAVs (i.e. those with
m < 1 kg) the scaling law under-predicts most of the values of Reynolds number, the
exceptions being for solar- and fuel-cell–powered UAVs.

3.2.2 Endurance and Range
Several mission-performance characteristics of the UAS in the Database are available for
examination. Figure 13 shows the data for UAV endurance as a function of m. The endurance of an air vehicle is governed by many factors, including its fuel or battery capacity
and its specific energy, the propulsive power required to overcome drag at a given flight
condition (here, assumed to be the best-range airspeed), and the efficiency with which the
propulsion system converts stored energy into propulsive power.
In Figure 13, two purely empirically based best-fit power laws of endurance as a function
of m are shown to illustrate the approximate dependence of flight endurance on m. The
exponents, 1 3 and 1 2 , were chosen because of their occurrence in the scaling analysis [19]
and because they represent the data (or portions of it) in a reasonable manner. The scatter
in the data precludes a conclusion on the choice of an exponent around or between these
values; and little significance should be placed on the coefficients of the power laws (0.4
and 0.9), which is the reason that the uncertainty levels associated with them are not
provided here. However, an exponent of 1 2 yields a scaling law that represents the
dependence of endurance on W for ICE-powered UAVs fairly well; whereas, an exponent
of 1 3 somewhat better describes the data for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs.
The trends seen in the data in Figure 13 indicate that an ICE-powered UAV with the same
weight as another that is turbojet or turbofan powered will tend to have a higher endurance (though, based on the data in Figure 9, a lower best-range or operating airspeed). In
addition, the endurance data for targets, both ICE- and turbojet- or turbofan-powered,
indicate that they have lower values of endurance than do most ISTAR UAVs, as one
might anticipate from their respective missions; and the turbojet- and turbofan-powered
UCAVs represented in Figure 13 display lower values of endurance than the average for
other turbojet- and turbofan-powered platforms at a given value of m.
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Figure 13 Endurance vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are power laws with exponents of
the approximate (purely empirical) dependence of T on m.
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Figure 14 displays the data for UAV range (as defined in Table 4), as a function of m and
two best-fit power laws describing the data with exponents obtained by increasing those
used to represent endurance in Figure 13 by 1 3 . This reduction was used to represent the
trend of endurance with m and is greater than the quantity of 1 6 that would be expected
based on the argument that endurance is approximately equal to the range multiplied by
1/6
the best-range airspeed, which itself is proportional to m . Again, little significance can be
placed on the specific values of the exponents or on the coefficients. Nonetheless, power
laws with exponents of 2 3 and 5 6 may be seen in Figure 14 to reasonably follow the trend
of the aggregated UAS data, with the power law having an exponent of 5 6 seemingly
providing somewhat better agreement than the one with an exponent of 2 3 . The scatter
seen in the data is comparable to that of the endurance values displayed in Figure 13 and
makes a conclusion about the dependence of range on m impossible, other than to say that
5/6
the range is roughly proportional to m .

3.2.3 Ceiling
Figure 15 shows the data for the ceilings of the UAVs in the Database. As described in
Appendix A, the recorded ceiling values often represent service ceilings, but may also be
absolute ceilings, or maximum operational altitudes. The latter is true of most of the data
for aerial targets and for battery-powered UAVs. It is also the case for un-powered ISTAR
UAVs, which have no propulsion systems and, therefore, no density-altitude limit imposed by a propulsion system [31]. They are sometimes air launched or released at high
altitude from a balloon; and thus their ‘ceilings’ represent maximum operating altitudes.
The data in Figure 15 indicate that the average ceiling of UAVs increases with m, although
there are examples of UAVs throughout the mass range with extremely high maximum
altitudes (up to 76 km). The ceilings of ICE-, turboprop-, turbojet-, and turbofan-powered
ISTAR UAVs and turbojet- and turbofan-powered UCAVs asymptotically approach an
upper limit of ~20–25 km with increasing m, as one might expect as well for manned
aircraft, with turboprop and turbojet or turbofan propulsion enabling higher ceilings for
larger UAVs than most ICE-powered UAVs attain. One may also observe that solarpowered UAVs have almost uniformly high ceiling values (i.e. an average of ~25 km). This
is a result of many of their designs being aimed at HALE operation, as it is for the single
hydrazine-powered, propeller-driven ISTAR UAV represented.

3.3 Power Requirements
3.3.1 Supplied Power and Power-to-Weight Ratio
The power supplied by the propulsion system of a UAV at sea level is often provided in
published reports, either directly, as is usual for propeller-driven aircraft, or indirectly. As
explained in Appendix A, published values of maximum thrust and operating airspeed
may be used to estimate supplied power in the latter case (typical for turbojet-, turbofan-,
and rocket-propelled UAVs). Figure 16 shows the data for supplied power for the entire
UAS dataset, along with best-fit power laws for data for manned propeller- and turbofandriven aircraft [19]. The data for propeller- and turbojet- or turbofan-driven UAVs
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Figure 14 Range vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are power laws with exponents of
approximate (purely empirical) dependence of R on m.
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Figure 15 Ceiling vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. In the case of un-powered UAVs and targets, the values represented are
operational ceiling values.
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Figure 16 Supplied propulsive power vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the empirically based power laws for
manned aircraft and birds derived by Liu [19].
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generally agree well with the respective best-fit power laws, with a few classes of UAS
differing in significant ways, because of their particular roles.
Figure 16 indicates that turbojet- and turbofan-powered aircraft, both manned and
unmanned, are often supplied with significantly more power than are propeller-driven
4
aircraft (12 times more at m = 10 kg and 4 times more at 10 kg). Targets of all kinds are
seen to have higher values of supplied power than do their ISTAR counterparts; and
UCAVs, all of which are turbojet- or turbofan-propelled, are seen to have more supplied
power than do most turbojet- and turbofan-propelled ISTAR UAVs of the same mass, as a
consequence of the latter mostly being HALE designs without a requirement for high
propulsive power for manoeuvring or high speed.
The ratio of supplied propulsive power to UAV mass is displayed as a function of m in
Figure 17, which also shows versions of the best-fit power laws shown in Figure 16 converted to power laws for UAV power-to-mass ratio. In the cases of birds and manned,
turbofan-powered aircraft, the power laws indicate expected slow decreases in power-tomass ratio with increasing m; while, conversely, the power law derived for propellerdriven aircraft indicates that their power-to-mass ratio increases moderately with m. The
scatter in the data is quite large, but, for each category of UAV shown in Figure 17, the
trend in the power-to-mass ratio is toward smaller values as m increases. This confirms the
negative exponents of the power laws derived for birds and for manned, turbofanpropelled aircraft. The contradictory, small, positive exponent of the power law for
manned, propeller-driven aircraft is likely the result of the fact that both ICE- and turboprop-powered aircraft were included in the data used by Liu in its derivation [19].
Figure 17 also highlights the differences in the supplied power at a given m amongst the
various classes of UAVs, which are also observable, though perhaps less clearly in Figure 16. At any value of m, UAVs powered by solar cells have lower values of power-tomass ratio than do those powered by batteries or fuel cells (or birds), which in turn have
lower values of power-to-mass ratio than do UAVs powered by ICEs and turboprops.
UAVs (and manned aircraft) propelled by turbojet or turbofan engines have the highest
values of power-to-mass ratio, roughly a factor of 40 times greater than a bird scaled to the
same mass and a factor of 100 times more than an equivalently scaled solar-powered UAV.

3.3.2 Power Required at Best-Range Conditions
The methods described in Appendix B were used to estimate the power required to
achieve the best-range airspeed of each UAV for which sufficient data were available to do
so. The results are displayed in Figure 18, along with a few values of the power at the bestrange airspeed stated in the literature and scaling laws for manned aircraft and birds derived under the assumptions of geometric and aerodynamic similarity [19]. As illustrated
by Figure 18, the estimates of the power at the best-range airspeed for propeller-driven
UAVs generally follow the scaling law for manned aircraft, although they exhibit
significant scatter. In contrast, the mean of the estimates for turbojet- and turbofanpropelled UAVs (ISTAR UAVs, UCAVs, and targets) is significantly higher than the mean
of those for propeller-driven UAVs and the scaling law at a given value of m. At the lower
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Figure 17 Supplied propulsive power-to-mass ratio vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the empirical power laws for
manned aircraft and birds derived by Liu [19].
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end of the mass range, the estimated and stated values of the power required at the bestrange airspeed for battery-powered UAVs, while scattered, also follow the scaling law
reasonably well; whereas the values for solar-powered UAVs uniformly lie below the
scaling law, as would be expected from their usual design requirement for minimum
power consumption [32, 33].
For several battery- and solar-powered UAVs, estimated and stated values of the power
required at the best-range airspeed are available for comparison; and the pairs of values
seen in Figure 18 may be used to confirm (or invalidate) the method used to estimate the
required power for propeller-driven aircraft, outlined in Appendix B. In each of the three
cases (for two battery-powered UAVs and a solar-powered UAV) for which stated and estimated values of required power at the best-range airspeed are available, the stated value
is 41–45% less than the estimate. The significance of this systematic difference is difficult to
assess because of the limited number of data points and because of the large scatter in the
estimates of required power at a given m.
Inaccuracies in the computations of required power for electrically powered UAVs may be
attributable to error in the assumed value of propulsive efficiency used to convert the supplied power of the motor(s) to a value of propulsive power available to overcome drag.
This source of uncertainty may be eliminated for the single solar-powered UAV under
consideration here because a value of propulsive efficiency is provided in the literature. It
may also be discarded as an explanation of the over-estimate of required power at the
best-range airspeed for one of the battery-powered UAVs, because a reported value of
supplied thrust was used to estimate the maximum available propulsive power (see Table
5), and no value of supplied power is available in the literature. The error involved in the
method used here to approximate the power required at the best-range airspeed for
propeller-driven UAVs was estimated to be less than ±10% [19], which would appear to be
overly optimistic for small UAVs. It may be more realistic, however, for manned aircraft,
the context in which the statement was made, because the data published in the open literature may be more reliable for manned aircraft than are the data for many small UAVs.

3.3.3 Flight Efficiency and Maximum Lift-to-Drag Ratio
The maximum flight efficiency computed for each UAV in the dataset (for which sufficient
data is available to do so) is plotted as a function of m in Figure 19. The maximum flight
efficiency was obtained from the product of best-range airspeed and MTOM of each UAV
divided by its estimated value of power required at the best-range airspeed. Also shown
are values of maximum flight efficiency obtained by use of stated values of required
power for specific UAVs and any published values of maximum lift-to-drag ratio, which is
approximately equivalent to the maximum flight efficiency [19]. The mean value of the
maximum flight efficiency for manned aircraft [19] and a relation describing its variation
with m for birds (see Appendix B) are displayed, as well.
The scatter in the data shown in Figure 19 about the mean for manned aircraft and the
best-fit power law for birds is large, although certain classes of UAS show systematic departures explainable by their missions. For example, targets of all kinds are seen to have
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Figure 18 Estimated and stated values of power required at cruise (i.e. best-range) conditions vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also
shown are the scaling laws for manned aircraft and birds derived by Liu [19].
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Figure 19 Estimated maximum flight efficiency or approximate maximum lift-to-drag ratio vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also
shown are the mean maximum flight efficiency for manned aircraft derived by Liu [19] and a power law for birds derived by use of the
empirically based power law for cruising airspeed obtained by Alerstam et al. [22] and the scaling laws for maximum weight and
cruise power derived by Liu.
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below-average values of maximum flight efficiency, with turbojet- and turbofan-powered
targets being less efficient than their ICE-powered counterparts; whereas solar- and fuelcell–powered UAVs display values of maximum flight efficiency and maximum lift-todrag ratio that are almost uniformly higher than those of other UAVs. Battery-powered
UAVs, in contrast, often have low values of maximum flight efficiency and maximum liftto-drag ratio, compared with other UAVs and with manned aircraft. The similarity of the
values of maximum flight efficiency derived using stated values of power required at the
best-range airspeed and some of the data for maximum lift-to-drag ratio for battery-powered UAVs lends credence to this conclusion, which might be expected based on the fact
that their flight often occurs in a Reynolds number regime in which viscous effects are
relatively more important than at higher Reynolds numbers [9], making their propulsion
systems necessarily more powerful than would be required for a manned aircraft or for a
larger UAV scaled to the same mass.

3.3.4 Available Thrust and Thrust-to-Weight Ratio
Displayed in Figure 20 are the data for maximum available thrust plotted against m, for all
UAVs in the Database. Maximum available thrust is defined in Table 5 and, as discussed in
Appendix A, is estimated from published values of supplied motor or engine power and
maximum airspeed for propeller-driven UAVs or taken directly from the literature for turbojet-, turbofan-, and rocket-propelled UAVs and for a few (eight, mostly electrically powered) propeller-driven ones. The values of maximum available thrust for ICE- and turboprop-powered UAVs and for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs may be seen to be in
reasonable agreement with the power laws obtained for manned propeller- and turbofandriven aircraft (see Appendix B), respectively; whereas the values of maximum available
thrust for two rocket-propelled targets are observed to be three times higher than the value
predicted by the power law for manned, turbofan aircraft, as might be expected from their
required operation at high-subsonic to supersonic speeds (Fig. 9).
Conversely, the values of maximum available thrust estimated from data for battery-,
solar-, and fuel-cell–powered UAVs are systematically over-predicted by (on average) a
factor of 4–5 by the power law for propeller-driven aircraft. This finding implies either that
electrically powered UAVs have significantly lower levels of available thrust than do
equivalently scaled manned aircraft and other types of propeller-driven UAVs or that the
method used to compute the maximum available thrust for electrically powered, propeller-driven UAVs significantly underestimates its value. The latter would appear more
likely, because, for the five battery-powered UAVs for which published values of maximum available thrust (or supplied thrust, see Table 5) are available, four of the five lie on
or above the best-fit power law for manned propeller-driven aircraft. The published values
of maximum available thrust for the single solar- and fuel-cell–powered UAVs represented in Figure 20 are seen to agree with the estimates for similar UAVs at the same value
of m. The implication that solar- and fuel-cell–powered UAVs have relatively low values of
maximum available thrust compared with other UAVs of the same weight is not surprising, because of the limited power available from such systems, as shown in Figure 16.
Investigation into the source of the discrepancy between the estimated and published values of maximum available thrust for battery-powered UAVs is recommended.
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Figure 20 Maximum available thrust vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are best-fit power laws for the installed thrust of
the engines on manned, turbofan-powered and propeller-driven aircraft.
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A single published (stated) value of maximum available thrust for a UAV powered by
ICEs, in this case, a UAV optimised for HALE flight [34], is also plotted in Figure 20. It is a
factor of ~5 lower than the value one might expect based on the aggregated data for other
ICE-powered UAVs and the power law for manned propeller-driven aircraft, likely
because of its unique mission and design.
Figure 21 shows the data for the ratio of the maximum available thrust to UAV weight
contained in the Database, as a function of m, along with best-fit power laws of data for
manned, propeller- and turbofan-driven aircraft [19]. Disregarding the trends for the
individual classes of UAS, the cumulative data yielded an average value of maximumavailable-thrust–to–weight equal 0.35 for all UAVs; however, a slight negative dependence
is observed in the data for each class of UAS. The decrease in available-thrust–to–weight
with increasing m is also predicted by the power laws obtained for manned, propeller- and
turbofan-driven aircraft by use of the methods described in Appendix B and data supplied
by Liu [19]. This is reminiscent of the decreases in supplied-power–to–weight ratio with
increasing m seen in Figure 17.
The data shown in Figure 21 also indicate that, at a given m, battery-, solar-, and fuel-cell–
powered UAVs have lower maximum-available-thrust–to–weight ratios ( Tav,max / W ) in a
mean sense than do other propeller-driven UAVs (i.e. ICE- and turboprop-powered
UAVs), which in turn have lower values of Tav,max / W (on average) than do turbojet- and
turbofan-propelled UAVs. These findings are similar to those from Figure 21, described in
Section 3.3.1, where the values of supplied power-to-mass ratio ( Psupp /m ) are seen to
increase across the different types of UAVs in the same order that Tav,max / W does.
However, the previously discussed discrepancies between published and estimated values
of Tav,max for battery-powered UAVs make these findings less conclusive than those taken
from Figure 21; and further investigation is warranted, particularly because the published
values of Tav,max / W for several of battery-powered UAVs are reasonably represented by
the best-fit power law for manned propeller-driven aircraft and thus in agreement with the
bulk of the data for ICE-powered UAVs, when equivalently scaled.

3.4 Load Capacity and Usage
3.4.1 Load Capacity
The relationship between mean aircraft mass and MTOM is important because it indicates
the capacity of an aircraft to carry payload and fuel or battery mass and thus the utility of
the aircraft for various missions. The relationship between the mean mass and MTOM of
an aircraft indicates the relative efficiency of its design compared with others of the same
type. As illustrated in Figure 22, the ratio of the MTOM to mean mass for UAVs ranges
from a value of unity up to ∼1.75 for two large turbofan-powered UAVs. For UAVs with
unknown values of payload and fuel or battery mass, a value of MTOM equal to mean
mass was input to the Database; thus, the ratio of MTOM to mean mass for those aircraft is
shown as unity. The mean value of the ratio of MTOM to mean mass for the 325 UAVs in
the Database with known values of payload and fuel or battery mass is 1.25. A relative
root-mean-squared (RMS) error of ±9.4% is associated with this mean. This equates to a
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Figure 21 Maximum available thrust-to-weight ratio vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are empirically based best-fit
power laws for the maximum available thrust-to-weight ratios for manned propeller- and turbofan-driven aircraft.
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Figure 22 Ratio of maximum take-off to mean mass vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are the average maximum takeoff–to–mean mass ratios for UAVs and for manned aircraft and birds (derived by Liu [19]).
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relative uncertainty of ±1.4% at 90% confidence level (CFL), indicating a 90% probability
that the mean of another identically sized random sample of the underlying population
would lie within ±1.4% of the computed value [24]. It also agrees closely with the expressions provided by Liu [19]: MTOM equals 1.28 m (±1.2% at 90% CFL) for manned transport
aircraft and maximum mass equals 1.24 m (±3.1 at 90% CFL) for birds.
An examination of the data for battery-powered UAVs in Figure 22 indicates that the
majority have lower ratios of MTOM to mean mass than the average value for all UAVs,
because of the way in which empty mass was defined for battery-powered UAVs (i.e. because it includes the battery, as described in Appendix A). Similarly, solar-powered UAVs
demonstrate lower values of MTOM–to–mean-mass ratio than the average, at least partially because the solar collectors and any associated batteries or fuel cells were taken to be
part of the aircraft and were thus included in their empty weights. Evaluating the average
ratio of the MTOM to mean mass for the 663 UAVs for which MTOM and mean mass were
non-identical, and thus including many of the battery-powered UAVs i.a. that were
excluded from the previous conditional average, yields a slightly lower value: MTOM
equals 1.21 m, with a relative uncertainty of ±0.9% at the 90% CFL.

3.4.2 Payload, Battery or Fuel, and Useful-Load Masses
Figure 23 shows the data for maximum payload-mass fraction as a function of mean
weight for all UAVs in the Database, along with average values of payload-mass fraction
for various classes of UAVs. The means are also tabulated in Table 7. Data for maximum
battery- or fuel-mass fraction is provided in Figure 24 and in Table 8; and data for the
maximum useful-load–mass fraction is shown in Figure 25 and in Table 9. In each plot, an
estimate of the maximum useful load for manned and unmanned aircraft is displayed to
indicate the upper limit expected for any of the mass fractions. This limit is based on data
for manned HALE aircraft and corresponds to the maximum value of useful-load fraction
for any of the aircraft, that for Scaled Composites’ Global Flyer [35], which holds the longdistance aviation record for non-stop, non-refuelled flight [36].
The scatter in the data displayed in Figures 23–25 is significant, as evidenced by the relative uncertainties of the means at 90% CFL given in Tables 7–9; however, Student’s t-tests
of pairwise combinations of the datasets (all UAV types vs. electric, electric vs. ICE-powered, etc.), performed with Welch’s correction for non-equal sample sizes [24], confirm that
there is a vanishingly small probability that the underlying populations have identical
means. This confirms that the differences amongst the computed mean values of payload,
fuel, and useful-load fractions for the different classes of UAS are statistically significant.
Some trends in the payload, battery or fuel, and useful-load–mass fractions as functions of
mean weight are also observable. Focussing for the moment on ISTAR UAVs (and ignoring targets, the data for which have been excluded from the means for the individual classes of UAVs), one may see from Figure 23 and Table 7 that ICE-powered UAVs generally
have larger payload capacities than battery-, turboprop-, and turbojet- or turbofan-powered UAVs and (from Figure 23) that the typical payload-mass fraction decreases slightly
with increasing mean weight. In contrast, turbojet- and turbofan-powered ISTAR UAVs
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Payload mass fraction, fpay = mpay/mmax-T/O
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Payload-massf fraction
vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. The solid black line shows the mean
of turbojetthe dataand
for all
HALE
useful = 0.85 (upper limit)
UAVs for which payload mass was available (638 UAVs); and the dashed black line shows an estimateturboprop-powered
of the upper limit of
useful-load fraction for aircraft, including UAVs. Also highlighted are the data for HALE ISTAR UAVs with different propulsion systems.

fpay = 0.24
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Figure 23 Payload-mass fraction vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. The solid black line shows the mean of the data for all UAVs for
which payload mass was available (638 UAVs); and the dashed black line shows an estimate of the upper limit of useful-load fraction
for aircraft, including UAVs. Also highlighted are the data for HALE ISTAR UAVs with different propulsion systems.
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Table 7

Average maximum payload-mass fraction for UAVs with various propulsion systems.
ISTAR UAVs, UCAVs, targets, and scaled targets are included in the average labelled
‘all types’; whereas targets are excluded from the other averages. ‘Electric’ UAVs include battery-, fuel-cell–, and solar-powered ISTAR UAVs.
power source

fpay = mpay/mmax-T/O

relative
uncertainty
(90% CFL)

638

0.22

±4%

electric

141

0.21

±9%

ICE

298

0.24

±6%

63

0.17

±15%

Average maximum fuel- or battery-mass fraction for UAVs with various propulsion
systems. ISTAR UAVs, UCAVs, targets, and scaled targets are included in the average
labelled ‘all types’; whereas targets are excluded from the other averages. ‘Electric’
UAVs include battery- and fuel-cell–powered ISTAR UAVs.
power source

# of data
points

ffuel = mfuel/mmax-T/O
or fbatt = mbatt/mmax-T/O

relative
uncertainty
(90% CFL)

all types

325

0.23

±7%

electric

21

0.30

±25%

155

0.24

±7%

35

0.32

±17%

ICE
turbojet or turbofan

Table 9

# of data
points

all types

turbojet or turbofan

Table 8

DSTO-TR-2952

Average useful-load–mass fraction for UAVs with various power sources. ISTAR
UAVs, UCAVs, targets, and scaled targets are included in the average labelled ‘all
types’; whereas targets were excluded from the other averages. ‘Electric’ UAVs include
battery- and fuel-cell–powered ISTAR UAVs, but not solar-powered UAVs.
power source

# of data
points

fuseful = museful/mmax-T/O

relative
uncertainty
(90% CFL)

all types

325

0.40

±4%

electric

21

0.36

±22%

155

0.40

±5%

35

0.44

±13%

ICE
turbojet or turbofan
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1E+0

Fuel- or battery-mass fraction,
ffuel = mfuel/mmax-T/O or fbatt = mbatt/mmax-T/O

24

Fuel- for battery-mass
fraction vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are averages for all types of UAVs
useful = 0.85 (upper limit)
and for ISTAR UAVs powered by ICEs and turbojet or turbofan engines. The solid lines show the averages for different
classes of UAVs; and the dashed line shows an estimate of the upper limit of useful-load fraction for aircraft, including UAVs.
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Figure 24 Fuel- or battery-mass fraction vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are averages for all types of UAVs and for
ISTAR UAVs powered by ICEs and turbojet or turbofan engines. The solid lines show the averages for different classes of UAVs; and
the dashed line shows an estimate of the upper limit of useful-load fraction for aircraft, including UAVs.
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1E+0

Maximum useful-load–mass fraction (i.e. maximum payload plus fuel- or battery-mass fraction) vs. mean mass for all
UAVs in the Database. The solid lines show the means for all types of UAVs, ICE-powered UAVs, and turbojet- or
= 0.85 (upper limit)
f
turbofan-powereduseful
UAVs; and the dashed black line shows an estimate of the upper limit of useful-load fraction for aircraft.

Maximum useful-load–mass fraction,
fuseful = museful/mmax-T/O

25
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average for 325 UAVs and targets (±4% at 90% CFL)
battery-powered UAVs
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Figure 25 Maximum useful-load–mass fraction (i.e. maximum payload plus fuel- or battery-mass fraction) vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the
Database. The solid lines show the means for all types of UAVs, ICE-powered UAVs, and turbojet- or turbofan-powered UAVs; and
the dashed black line shows an estimate of the upper limit of useful-load fraction for aircraft.
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and UCAVs display a mean payload-mass fraction that is lower than the other types of
UAVs and decreases with m at a faster rate than is seen for ICE-powered UAVs.
Conversely, the fuel-mass fraction for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs is on average
greater than the battery- or fuel-mass fractions for other types of UAVs, indicating that
their designers tend to sacrifice payload to permit higher fuel capacity. This is explained
by the greater rate of fuel consumption required to achieve the high airspeeds exhibited by
turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs (Figure 9). The mean fuel-mass fraction for turboprop-powered UAVs is also greater than that for the ‘average’ UAV, though to a lesser extent than was found for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs. The differences are par3
5
ticularly observable at the upper end of the weight range (10 kg < m < 10 kg), where most
UAVs designed for HALE ISTAR operation are found. The need for extended endurance
explains the differences. Confirming this observation is the fact that the relative load-carrying capacity of turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs is actually greater (on average)
than that of ICE- and battery-powered UAVs, as evidenced by the data for useful-load–
mass fraction given in Figure 25 and Table 9.
An examination of the data for targets shown in Figures 23–25 indicates that their load-carrying capabilities are reasonably similar to those of ISTAR UAVs with the same propulsion
systems, with the exception of scaled targets, which carry relatively higher payloads and
lower fuel masses than do other targets or ISTAR UAVs. The mean useful-mass fraction of
scaled targets is also significantly lower than that for other targets and ISTAR UAVs.
A value of the MTOM–to–mean-mass ratio was also computed from the mean of usefulload–mass fraction for all UAVs in the Database to verify its consistency with the value obtained previously. With the definitions of m and useful-load–mass fraction in Table 2, one
may obtain a relationship between the MTOM–to–mean-mass ratio and the useful-load–
mass fraction ( m max - T/O / m = [1 - f useful / 2 ]-1 ) that yields a MTOM–to–mean-mass ratio of
1.25 with a relative uncertainty of ±4% at 90% CFL, when the average value of the usefulload–mass fraction (0.40) is used. The uncertainty was estimated by error propagation [37].
This MTOM–to–mean-mass ratio is identical to the value obtained from the data shown in
Figure 22, which yielded an average MTOM–to–mean-mass ratio of 1.25, which has a
relative uncertainty of ±1.4% at 90% CFL.
The other values of useful-load–mass fraction given in Table 9 imply that the mean values
of the MTOM–to–mean-mass ratio for ICE-powered UAVs are similar to the mean value
for all UAVs; whereas the higher mean value of useful-load–mass fraction for turbojet- and
turbofan-powered UAVs implies a higher value of MTOM–to–mean-mass ratio, 1.28. This
is in good agreement with the mean value computed for the 35 (ISTAR UAVs or UCAV)
turbojet- or turbofan-powered UAVs for which both payload- and fuel-mass fractions
were known: 1.30, with a relative uncertainty of ±3.6% at 90% CFL. However, it is difficult
to see from the data displayed in Figure 22 because UAVs for which MTOM or m was
estimated with incomplete data for payload- and fuel-mass fraction are also plotted.
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3.4.3 Payload–Range Product
The product of payload mass and range was examined as a figure of merit for surveillance
systems, and the available data for this quantity are displayed as a function of m in Figure 26. However, the payload-mass–range product cannot be used exclusively to represent
UAS performance because, in many cases, a value of payload mass (Figure 23) or range
(Figure 14) is known, but not both. Therefore, many more data points are presented in Figures 14 and 23 than in Figure 26. Best-fit power laws for the payload-mass–range product
have been obtained using exponents based on those used to represent range as a function
of m (i.e. 2 3 and 5 6 ), increased by one to yield 5 3 and 11 6 , respectively, to account for the
approximate proportionality of payload mass to m (Table 7 and Figure 23).

3.4.4 Payload Types
The payload-type categorisation scheme given in Table 1 was used to create one or more
entries describing the possible payloads (if any) for each UAS in the Database according to
information in published accounts. The payload categories include:
•

sensors, each of which is numbered separately, including
o

EO (daylight, low-light, or multi-spectral)

o

IR (or forward-looking IR)

o

radars (e.g. synthetic-aperture radar systems)

o

environmental (e.g. meteorological)

o

CBRN

o

acoustic

o

ELINT

o

geophysical sensors (e.g. magnetometers and terrain sensors)

•

communications relay systems

•

targeting systems (e.g. laser rangefinders or illuminators)

•

EW devices (e.g. jammers)

•

munitions or other weapons

•

smoke generators, chaff, flares, sub-targets, and other devices associated with aerial targets

•

cargo for transport or aerial release, including
o

safety equipment (e.g. buoyancy aids, telephones, strobes, transponders)

o

buoys, sonar sensors, and unmanned underwater vehicles

o

searchlights and megaphones

o

agricultural chemicals.
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1E+9

Product of payload mass and range,
mpay × R (kg-km)
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Payload–range product vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are power laws with exponents
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UAV
which illustrate
the approximate
(purely empirical) dependence of mpay × R on m.
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Figure 26 Payload–range product vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. Also shown are power laws with exponents of
illustrate the approximate (purely empirical) dependence of mpay × R on m.
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Up to five entries were made in the Database for each UAS, depending on the payloads or
payload types given in published descriptions. Up to four payload types were converted,
in order of appearance, to numerical codes and entered as the primary, secondary, tertiary,
or quaternary payload type for the UAS. If more than four payload types were given,
those above four were enumerated in an entry called ‘other payloads’.
The number of UAS in the Database with each payload option listed in Table 1 is displayed
in Figure 27; and the spread of each option across the weight range of all UAS in the
Database is illustrated in Figure 28. For ~30% of the entries in the Database, no payload
option is specified in the literature; and another 11% carry no payload. The majority of
these entries represent experimental or developmental UAS. The data in Figure 27 indicate
that the most common type of payload is an EO sensor. Indeed 44% of the entries in the
Database indicate that the primary payload is an EO sensor, and 47% have the option of an
EO sensor. The data in Figure 28 show that EO sensors are used (or available for use) in
UAVs spanning nearly the entire weight range contained in the Database.
The most common secondary payload is an IR sensor. EO and IR sensors are often available for the same UAV, with 249 entries in the Database (28%) indicating that the primary
payload for a given UAS is an EO sensor and its secondary option is an IR sensor (frequently packaged with the EO sensor in a single unit). Only 12% of the entries in the
Database list an EO sensor as the sole option. Another common payload option is a synthetic-aperture radar, with 8% of Database entries including the option of a radar unit. In
total, sensors are the only payload types for 30% of the UAS in the Database.
other
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Figure 27 Number of UAVs in the Database with each payload type
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Figure 28 Payload type vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. The primary method is the first or only one listed in descriptions of each
UAS. If any other method was mentioned, it is denoted as the secondary, tertiary, or quaternary method, depending on its order of
appearance.
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Significant numbers of UAVs (8% of the entries in the Database) can carry targeting systems (laser designators or rangefinders); and such systems are often a third option in conjunction with ISR payloads, making a given UAS suitable for ISTAR missions. Smaller
numbers of UAS carry cargo or serve as communications-relay platforms, and these are
rarely primary or secondary payload options. The carriage of weapons is usually associated with UCAVs; however, published information on most UCAVs included in the
Database does not specify a payload or no payload is included because the UCAV is in
development, rather than being a marketable platform. In fact, most of the UAS in the
Database with a claimed ability to carry weapons are ISTAR UAS that carry weapons as a
non-primary payload option. The same is true for EW payloads, which are mostly carried
by platforms with nominally ISTAR missions.
As shown in Table 6, nearly 180 targets are included in the Database, representing 20% of
the entries. Equipment associated with targets, such as smoke generators, flares, towed
targets, miss-distance indicators, chaff dispensers, and IR and radar augmenters, is listed
as a payload option for 7% of the UAS entered in the Database. As target platforms are
typically dedicated to a single mission, in most cases such equipment is the primary (and
sole) payload on the air vehicle.

3.5 Launch and Recovery Methods
The numbers of UAVs employing each of the launch methods listed in Table 1 are
displayed in Figure 29(a); and Figure 30 shows the launch methods for each UAS in the
Database (where available), plotted against W to indicate their ranges of applicability. One
may observe that wheeled, runway launches, typical of large ISTAR UAVs, targets, and
UCAVs, are most common. This is followed by various mechanical (elastic, pneumatic, hydraulic rail) launchers, manual launch, and rocket-assisted launchers. Alternate (i.e.
secondary or tertiary) methods typically utilise mechanical launchers or rocket boosters
and occasionally air deployment or a wheeled undercarriage and a runway. Also found in
the Database are a few un-powered, ballistic targets and VTOL UAVs that function as
fixed-wing UAVs after launch. Launches from submarines, from the roof of a moving
ground vehicle, and from a wheeled trolley, usually anchored at the centre of a circular
track are equally rare. As shown in Figures 29(a) and 30, the latter two methods are not the
primary means by which UAVs are launched, instead being alternative methods for
specialised applications.
Figure 29(b) shows the number of UAVs employing each of the recovery methods listed in
Table 1, and Figure 31 shows the distribution of each method as a function of the mean
weight of the UAS. One may observe that skid, parachute or parafoil, and wheeled,
runway landings are by far most common, both as primary and as secondary or tertiary
recovery methods. A significant number of ISTAR UAVs are recovered from flight with a
net or hook system or captured by a helicopter. Several rely on deep stall for an essentially
vertical landing, as distinct from the VTOL UAVs, which are capable of controlled vertical
landings and are labelled ‘vertical’ in Figures 29(b) and 31.
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Figure 29 (a) Number of UAVs in the Database with each launch or launcher type; and (b)
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Launch method or launcher type vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. The primary method is the first or only one
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Figure 30 Launch method or launcher type vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. The primary method is the first or only one listed in
descriptions of each UAS. If any other method was mentioned, it is denoted as the secondary or tertiary method, depending on its order
of appearance.
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Figure 31 Recovery method vs. mean mass for all UAVs in the Database. The primary method is the first or only one listed in descriptions of
each UAS. If any other method was mentioned, it is denoted as the secondary or tertiary method, depending on its order of appearance.
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4 Comparative UAS Analysis
The relatively large spread of the UAS data around the scaling laws for manned aircraft
and birds in Figures 2–12, when compared with the RMS errors associated with the best-fit
power laws, suggests that UAVs have a broader range of geometric and aerodynamic
characteristics than do the other categories of flyers. This greater observed variability is
probably explained by their having a greater level of mission diversity and by the
availability of alternative propulsion systems (e.g. electric systems). For example, UCAVs
were included, but the scaling laws were derived from data for manned civil aviation and
transport aircraft, rather than the (perhaps) more appropriate manned aircraft: tactical
fighters and trainers. Another explanation is the diversity of propulsive methods. For instance, UAVs powered by solar and fuel cells have relatively low power available for
propulsion (compared with UAVs equipped with liquid-fuelled or rocket engines) and
thus are designed to be as efficient as possible.
In combination with the scaling laws derived for manned aircraft, the aggregated aerodynamic and performance data for UAS reveals areas in which technological advances may
lead to significantly improved system performance. One example of this is the use of fuel
cells as power sources for electric propulsion on UAVs; the points representing fuel-cell–
powered UAVs on the performance plots (e.g. Figure 13), though small in number, indicate
that such systems may offer significant advantages and enable the use of electric propulsion for larger size UAVs than do batteries. As noted in Section 3, a great deal of research
is underway globally to develop fuel-cell–powered propulsion for manned and unmanned
aircraft [6, 25, 38, 39].
At present, most UAS research and development efforts fall into three categories: (1) efforts to create operationally useful MAVs for missions in confined spaces (e.g. indoors and
in urban canyons); (2) efforts to increase the range and endurance of ISTAR missions by
small (e.g. hand-launched and tactical) and large (e.g. HALE) UAVs; and (3) efforts to create low-observable UAVs or UCAVs for penetrating, long-range strike missions and air
combat. Each of these areas may be analysed through the use of the UAS Database; and examples of the first two are discussed below.

4.1 MAVs and NAVs
MAV technologies represent one area of UAS development that may be studied through
comparative analysis. MAV research began with the Black Widow and Microbat projects,
both of which were funded by the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) in the late-1990’s, with the goal of demonstrating small, low-cost air vehicles
with practical ISR capabilities [30, 40, 41]. Since then, developments have continued worldwide with many university groups building MAV-class fixed-, flapping-, and rotary-wing
vehicles [9, 42-44]. DARPA also announced a ‘nano’ air vehicle (NAV) program in 2005,
seeking the development of an ISR platform with a maximum dimension (and wingspan
or rotor diameter) of 0.075 m and a mass of less than 0.01 kg [45, 46]. NAVs are also required to carry a payload of at least 0.002 kg and to have an endurance of 20 min.
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In addition to the UAS data shown in this report, data on the characteristics of many unmanned rotary-wing vehicles (e.g. helicopters and ducted fans) has been gathered for
comparison with those of the fixed-wing UAS and to enable the development of scaling
laws for other classes of air vehicle, should such relationships prove descriptive and useful. The relative advantages of fixed- and rotary-wing MAVs were examined in detail by
Palmer [9], in terms of their compactness, payload or useful-load capacity, and endurance
for a given vehicle mass, features that determine the suitability of a platform for a given
surveillance mission, along with its covertness and portability, among other features. The
primary goal of the study was an exploration of MAVs and candidate solutions for
DARPA’s NAV program.
Of the seven rotary-wing UAVs that satisfy the MAV requirement for a rotor diameter of
0.15 m or less, only one potentially meeting NAV size and mass constraints was identified
[9]; although, in that case, the MAV is a small experimental helicopter with a total length
over the 0.075-m limit for a NAV. No fixed-wing platform smaller than the original MAV
specification (i.e. having a maximum dimension of 0.15 m or less) has been described in the
open literature, with the exception of a 0.1-m–wingspan, 0.002-kg glider that, even if
scaled to a larger size and mass to meet the 0.002-kg payload specification, would likely be
unable to meet other NAV requirements. However, based on the range of rotary-wing
MAVs developed and tested worldwide, it would appear likely that a design meeting the
size, mass, and payload requirements for a NAV is feasible.
Those considerations aside, a much more severe challenge for NAV designers is the required endurance of 20 min. While fixed-wing MAVs are typically capable of flying for
30 min, rotary-wing MAVs of the same mass achieve roughly 40% of the endurance of
their fixed-wing counterparts. This fraction varies somewhat over the range of UAV mass
considered [9], from ~30% at W = 0.001 kg to ~50% at 10 kg. At the maximum mass for a
NAV, 0.01 kg, rotary-wing platforms are currently capable of flights of only ~3-min
endurance. Attempts to increase their endurance by substituting additional batteries for
payload would only achieve an endurance of ~5 min, because the typical payloads and
useful loads of UAVs, whether fixed- or rotary-wing, are ~20% and ~50% of W, respectively. If batteries comprising 30% of W provide 3-min endurance, then added batteries
that replace the payload and comprise 20% of W would provide an additional 2 min of
endurance, for a total of 5 min.
Needless to say, eliminating all payload in favour of additional batteries would render the
platform unusable for ISR missions. Additionally, this computation represents an optimistic estimate of the endurance gained by replacing the payload of a NAV-scale rotary-wing
platform with batteries, because (based on the very small sample of data available) MAVs
at the lower end of the mass range tend to have smaller payload capacity relative to their
useful loads, meaning that payload has likely already been sacrificed for battery capacity.
Another option is the use of batteries with higher specific energy (and presumably energy
density) than the rechargeable lithium-ion or -polymer cells currently employed in most
portable electric devices. An energy-storage device with 6–7 (≈ 20 min/3 min) times more
energy per unit mass (and volume) would be necessary for a NAV-scale rotary-wing
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platform to obtain the required endurance. Research on existing batteries and comparisons
with other forms of energy storage (e.g. primary Li-ion cells and supercapacitors) indicate
that an improvement of almost a factor of three is likely possible with current technologies
[6], meaning that the endurance of a rotary-wing MAV would still fall at least a factor of 2
short of the NAV goal.
Flapping-wing platforms may hold promise for greater flight efficiency and thus greater
endurance with the same battery capacity, as suggested by data indicating that, at bestrange conditions, birds use only ~¾ of the propulsive power required by a manned aircraft scaled to the same mass [19], affirming the general principle that biological systems
are more strongly driven to higher efficiency than are their man-made counterparts [47],
which often sacrifice energy efficiency for airspeed or other performance characteristics.
An empirical exploration of the characteristics of entomopters and ornithopters (i.e. insectand bird-like flyers, respectively) through comparisons with insects, birds, and bats, similar to that presented in Reference [9] for fixed- and rotary-wing MAVs, is thus warranted,
as is a comparative analysis of fixed-, rotary-, and flapping-wing MAVs.

4.2 HALE UAVs and Other Efficient Flyers
The UAS Database provides many opportunities to examine the development of the characteristics of a particular UAS or of a class of UAS and to study the effects of various design drivers. For example, the history and design influences of the Predator family of tactical UAS have been documented [11], and the same may be done for HALE UAS. The latter
are important because of the strategic advantages they can provide as re-taskable ‘pseudosatellites’ [48]. In brief, the international research and development of HALE UAS may be
traced back to the Compass Cope project, a 1960’s US Air Force competition for the development of a high-altitude, long-range remotely piloted vehicle (RPV) for long-endurance
photographic-reconnaissance and electronic-surveillance missions, through the 1980’s with
Boeing’s Condor [34], and to the present deployments of Global Hawk by the US Air Force
and Navy [49].
One of the chief design and technology drivers for HALE UAS has been the need to maximise propulsive efficiency to increase endurance and power availability for payload,
communications, etc. At its most extreme, HALE research has taken the form of efforts to
develop extremely lightweight, flexible airframes that incorporate solar power, for
instance, in NASA’s Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor Technology (ERAST)
project. Similarly novel aircraft have also been developed in more recent projects sponsored by the US Air Force and DARPA [50]. Solar power is attractive for HALE UAVs
because of the possibility it presents for endurance limited only by maintenance requirements and reliability; however, its use imposes strict limits on energy consumption over
the course of a mission and hence the need for designs fully optimised for that requirement [51]. Research on solar HALE UAVs originated from the development of manned
solar-powered aircraft, which in turn may be traced back to experiments with humanpowered aircraft [32]. In each case, successful designs were optimised for minimum power
consumption, rather than for maximum efficiency per se [33].
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In contrast, the designers of traditionally powered HALE UAVs, which must cruise and
loiter efficiently to maximise endurance and other performance parameters, aim for a
combination of propulsive, aerodynamic, and structural characteristics that maximise
overall efficiency [52, 53]. Maximum aerodynamic efficiency (i.e. maximum lift-to-drag
ratio, which equates to high flight efficiency for powered aircraft and a minimum sink rate
for un-powered aircraft [54]) is also of primary concern in the design of un-powered
ISTAR UAVs and manned gliders and sailplanes, as well as for biological species that use
gliding or soaring as a strategy for energy conservation and endurance maximisation, as
do birds of prey i.a. [22, 23] and some bats [55]. The same can be said of truly marginal
natural flyers, such as large pterosaurs and archaic birds [23, 56, 57], which are thought to
have been incapable of powered take-off and to have used thermal and ridge soaring
almost exclusively.
Thus, meaningful comparisons may be made amongst: (1) traditionally powered HALE
UAVs and manned HALE aircraft, such as Scaled Composites’ Global Flyer and Lockheed’s U-2 [20, 35]; (2) other efficient aircraft, including ultralights [20], manned gliders,
and un-powered UAVs; (3) power-limited designs, such as UAVs and manned aircraft
(HALE or low-altitude) powered by solar and fuel cells and human-powered aircraft; and
(4) soaring natural flyers. Systematic differences between the characteristics common to
very efficient flyers and those common amongst equivalents that have not necessarily been
optimised primarily for flight efficiency (e.g. non-HALE UAVs and manned aircraft with
traditionally fuelled propulsion systems and small birds with excess power, which frequently exhibit bounding flight [58]) may aid in the identification of design features that
maximise flight efficiency as functions of the size, mass, and type of flyer. The features
utilised by long-endurance flyers are explored further in Reference [10], where UAVs designed for minimal power requirements are compared with less-optimised versions and
their similarities to soaring birds, bats, and pterosaurs are discussed.
One example of this type of comparative analysis is also possible using only the plots provided in Section 3, where the reader may observe that solar- and fuel-cell–powered UAVs
generally have much higher values of wingspan and wing area (Figs. 2 and 5, respectively)
and lower values of wing loading and best-range airspeed (Figs. 8 and 9, respectively)
than do battery-, ICE-, turboprop-, turbojet-, and turbofan-powered UAVs of the same
mass, as noted in Section 3.2.1. The relationship between wing loading and best-range
airspeed for solar-powered UAVs, in contrast, is similar to that for other UAVs, as well as
manned aircraft and birds, implying that the lift coefficient at best-range conditions varies
only moderately amongst the different classes of aircraft (with the exception of MAVs) and
even birds [19, 54]. Also obvious from this preliminary comparison is the fact that the scaling laws for manned general aviation and transport aircraft, while adequately describing
the characteristics of many UAVs, do not adequately reflect the characteristics of those
utilising solar power; however, a simple change in the magnitude of the relation for a particular aerodynamic characteristic (i.e. a change in the coefficient of the scaling law) can
produce a new scaling law descriptive of the data for solar-powered UAVs.
Consider the solar-powered UAVs in two groups: those with m <
∼ 10 kg and those with
m > 10 kg, which happen to roughly represent low- and high-altitude (i.e. HALE) designs,
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respectively (with a small amount of intermixing). Fitting the data for the wingspans of
1/3
low-altitude solar-powered UAVs yielded an expression for wingspan, 2.0 m , with a
relative uncertainty of ±13% at 90% CFL; while the data for solar-powered HALE UAVs
1/3
yielded 6.2 m , which has a relative uncertainty of ±15% at 90% CFL. The coefficients
associated with these scaling laws are 2.1 and 6.3 times larger, respectively, than that of the
1/3
scaling law for manned aircraft derived by Liu [19]: 0.989 m , which has a relative uncertainty of ±4% at 90% CFL and represents the wingspans of battery-, ICE-, and turboprop3
powered UAVs reasonably well over the range of 1 kg < m < 10 kg. The magnitudes of the
coefficients and relative uncertainties indicate that the differences observed amongst the
scaling laws are not merely the result of the scatter in the data, but rather represent systematic differences amongst these classes of very efficient UAVs and traditionally powered UAVs of the same mass. Similar analyses of the data for wing area and wing loading
yielded similar findings: significantly higher values of wing area and lower values of wing
loading than other UAVs of the same mass.
The departures of the scaling-law coefficients for solar-powered HALE UAVs from the
baseline values applicable to other UAVs and to manned aircraft is reminiscent of the
change over the past 100 years of the Gabrielle—von Karman limit-line describing the
maximum efficiency of various modes of natural and mechanical locomotion as a function
of speed. As discussed by McMasters [47], technological breakthroughs that increase the
performance of ground, sea, and air vehicles have monotonically increased the upper limit
of efficiency achievable at a given speed, but the slope of the limit-line (i.e. the variation of
efficiency with speed) remains unchanged. By analogy, applications of new technologies
on aircraft may result in changes of the coefficients of the scaling laws describing their
characteristics, but the values of the exponents (i.e. the dependencies of the scaling laws on
mass) are invariant because they are governed by the laws of physics.
An implication of the low wing loadings and high aspect ratios of solar-powered HALE
UAVs, and their precursors, human-powered and manned, solar-powered aircraft, is very
large wings, often with a high degree of flexibility [32] or, in any case, with minimal structural integrity [51, 59]. This creates fragile aircraft, as evidenced by NASA’s Helios UAV,
which was lost due to a combination of gusting winds in the lower atmosphere and control problems [60]. Such features are attractive, however, if transits of the lower atmosphere can be avoided or carefully managed [51]. The former is the goal of the Very-highaltitude, Ultra-Long-endurance Theater Reconnaissance Element (VULTURE) program
recently undertaken by DARPA [61, 62]. After initial take-off and positioning in high-altitude flight, fragile aircraft would be relatively safe. Additional requirements are then imposed, including most importantly high reliability, which may require the use of spacegrade materials.
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Aerodynamic and performance data for UAS are available from a wide range of sources,
including many publications and on-line sources. Collation of a Database was found to be
necessary because none of the existing sources provides the information in a form that
permits detailed mathematical and historical or developmental analyses. A large number
of UAS was included both for completeness and, where possible, to permit systematic
analyses of UAS characteristics. This also permits meaningful comparison between classes
of vehicles (e.g. MALE vs. HALE) and comparison with the characteristics of natural flyers
and manned aircraft.
While the Database is useful for examining trends in classes of UAS and identifying candidates with desired characteristics, the reader is reminded that the entries are from published sources and in some cases represent estimated, assumed, or inferred values. The
data may also be obsolete, if a manufacturer has, for example, modified or eliminated a
design. Performance and other data must be verified directly with the manufacturer or
supplier of a given UAS before it is deemed accurate and trustworthy. Independent verification is recommended before acquisition decisions are made.
The Database provides a source of data that may be used in historical or developmental
studies and empirical analyses, just two of which are described in Section 4. Documented
applications include comparisons of fixed and flapping-wing UAVs with birds and comparisons of long-endurance UAVs with ultra-efficient manned aircraft (e.g. human-powered aircraft) and natural flyers (e.g. soaring birds and bats). The aim of exploring the
extremes made possible by the absence of a human pilot has been pursued, beginning with
the most obvious: small size and long endurance. Similarly, one could compare and contrast manned tactical fighter aircraft with UCAVs to examine how design changes with the
removal of the aircrew (e.g. because higher manoeuvre rates are permissible).
®

As noted previously, the dataset in the original Excel Database has been imported into an
®
Access Database by TTCP AER TP-6. The payload and datalink categories have been
expanded by AER TP-6, and the new version of the Database is available to the wider
DSTO and TTCP communities. It is recommended that researchers wishing to utilise the
®
Database employ the Access version. Maintenance, further validation of the data (on an
as-needed basis), and on-going additions may be undertaken by AER TP-6.
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Appendix A Detailed Description of UAS Data Entry
A.1 Masses and Weights
As described in Section 2, an entry for a given UAS was made in the UAS Database only if
the maximum take-off mass of the UAV and its wingspan were available or calculable. If
the ‘empty’ or ‘dry’ aircraft mass (i.e. the mass without payload or fuel) was unknown, it
was estimated from the value of maximum take-off mass with any values given for payload and fuel masses subtracted. Alternatively, if the empty, payload, and fuel masses
were known, the maximum take-off mass was estimated by summing those quantities;
and the UAS was entered in the Database. The empty mass of battery-powered UAVs normally includes the battery pack; and information about the battery mass is sometimes provided by the manufacturer. If an ‘empty’ mass not including a battery was provided, the
battery mass was added to the empty mass before the latter was entered; and the maximum take-off mass (if not stated) was computed by summing the empty and payload
masses.
Table 2 lists the masses and weights entered or computed for each UAS in the Database.
Values of maximum take-off and empty mass for each UAV were entered as described
above, the input method was recorded with a code, the mean mass, m, was computed, and
the masses were converted to equivalent weights. The values of payload, fuel or battery,
and the airframe mass (if given) were entered and used to compute mass fractions. In
many cases, the permitted maximum mass of payload plus fuel was less than the sum of
payload and fuel masses (i.e. payload may be traded for fuel by the operator, if desired).
Therefore, the maximum useful load was input separately (if available) or estimated (from
the payload and fuel or battery mass) and used to compute a useful-load–mass fraction.

A.2 Geometric and Aerodynamic Characteristics
The input geometric parameters, listed in Table 3, included the total length and height of
the aircraft and the length and maximum width of the aircraft fuselage. If the UAV has no
fuselage (e.g. it is a flying wing), the values for fuselage length and maximum width were
set to 0. The span, planform area, and aerofoil profile of the main wing were input; and the
mean wing chord, aspect ratio, and mean wing loading were calculated from these values.
The span and area of any horizontal fore-plane and tail-unit surfaces were also recorded (if
they exist and their lengths were known). In some cases, the wing area was computed
from a published value of wing loading and the maximum take-off or mean mass for the
UAV or estimated from the published vehicle geometry (i.e. images or drawings) and
known values of wingspan and/or total aircraft or fuselage length.

A.3 Performance Characteristics
As indicated in Table 4, whenever possible, several performance characteristics were entered, including the stall, best-loiter (minimum-power), best-range (maximum-range or
cruise), maximum, never-exceed, and launch or take-off speeds of the UAV. If a value for
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loiter airspeed was provided, but no best-range airspeed was given, a value equal to 1.32
times the loiter airspeed was input for best-range airspeed [54]; and, conversely, if only
best-range airspeed was given, the loiter airspeed was estimated from it. The maximum
vertical climb rate (usually specified at sea level) was also entered, as were the altitudes at
which the given best-range and maximum airspeeds were applicable, along with the
minimum and maximum operating altitudes of the UAV and its ceiling.
The ceiling value is simply the stated maximum useable altitude of the UAV, rather than
strictly its service ceiling, a term commonly used to describe manned aircraft, denoting
‘the density altitude at which flying in a clean configuration, at the best rate of climb airspeed for that altitude and with all engines operating and producing maximum continuous power, will produce a 100 feet per minute climb’ [31]. In some cases, published
sources provided a true service ceiling (e.g. for large ICE-, turboprop-, turbojet-, or turbofan-powered UAVs); while, in many others (e.g. small, battery-powered UAVs), the UAV
is incapable of climbing at 100 ft/min (i.e. 30 m/min), so the reported ‘ceiling’ corresponds
to the upper limit its operation or (often) to its absolute ceiling [31].
The various airspeeds are often published in the form of Mach numbers. If so, then the
speed of sound at the given loiter, best-range, or maximum altitude (or at the average operating altitude, if no specific altitude is given) was computed using relations for the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) [63]; and the product of the sound speed and
Mach number was input to the Database.
For turbojet- or turbofan-propelled UAVs (and manned aircraft), the value provided for
best-range airspeed in published reports was often more accurately interpreted as an
operating airspeed, rather than as the maximum-range airspeed for the airframe, as evidenced by the fact that the stated ‘cruise speed’ was often significantly higher than 1.32
times the loiter airspeed. Therefore, for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs, the published best-range airspeed was usually entered in the Database as the operating speed, Vop,
and the ‘cruise altitude’ as the operating altitude. The published ‘cruise’ values were
entered as maximum-range conditions only if the speed is termed an ‘economy cruising’
speed or some other indication was given that it represented the maximum-range airspeed.
Frequently, only a maximum airspeed is provided for turbojet- or turbofan-propelled
UAVs. In that case, a value equal to 92% of the maximum airspeed was input for the operating airspeed for relatively large, turbojet- or turbofan-powered UAVs (with
4
Wmax-T/O > 10 N). This estimate was based on the finding, described in Section 3.2.1, that
the mean operating-to-maximum airspeed ratio for turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs
in this mass class is ~92%, with a relative RMS error of ±2%. For smaller UAVs, the
maximum and operating airspeeds are not strongly coupled and the operating-to-maximum airspeed ratio varies from 0.5 to 1, likely due to mismatches between the power
requirements of the given UAV and the limited selection of small turbojet and turbofan engines available for use. For this reason, if no published value of operating airspeed was
4
available for UAVs with W < 10 N, none was input to the Database. Conversely, if only an
operating airspeed was provided, an estimate of the maximum airspeed obtained by diUNCLASSIFIED
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4
viding that value by 0.92 was input for UAVs with W > 10 N. As indicated in Table 4, the
Reynolds number based on the mean wing chord and best-range speed, which indicates
the relative magnitudes of the inertial and viscous forces in the flow over the wings of an
air vehicle, was computed using the value of air viscosity at standard conditions,
−5
2
1.46 × 10 m /s [63]. For turbojet- and turbofan-powered UAVs, a Reynolds number based
on operating airspeed was similarly computed for comparison.

The remaining performance parameters input were the ferry (one-way) range or mission
radius, from which a total range value was computed, as indicated in Table 4, and a code
signifying whether the datalink range or on-board energy (i.e. fuel or battery capacity)
limits the total mission range. If a UAV is controlled by a line-of-sight (LOS) datalink (as
most small UAVs are), the distance over which LOS control can be maintained usually
limits its range; whereas if a UAV is controlled via satellite (as is the case for large UAVs,
such as Predator and Global Hawk [15]), then on-board fuel capacity will be the range limiter.

A.4 Propulsion System and Power Requirements
The last category of data entered for each UAV describes its propulsion system and source
of power, as shown in Table 5. A description of the power plant was entered, along with a
code signifying the type of propulsion system (if any) used, as was the mass of the power
plant, from which a mass fraction was evaluated.
For propeller-driven UAVs, the rated power of the electrical motor(s), piston or turboprop
engine(s), or rocket motor (in a single case) was entered into the Database as the supplied
power of the plant; and a supplied power-to-mass ratio was evaluated. Also entered was
the estimated or measured efficiency of the propulsion system, which indicates the fraction of the supplied electrical or mechanical power converted to propulsive power. This
value was sometimes provided by the designer or manufacturer of the UAS (in which case
it was entered directly), or an assumed value based on empirical data for similar systems
was input [54]; and a code identifying the entry method was recorded. Most often, the propulsive efficiency was assumed to be 0.4 for electrically driven propellers and 0.8 for propellers driven by piston engines or turboprops.
In some cases, the power required at best-range conditions was provided by the manufacturer and was entered into the Database. The maximum propulsive power available
from the propulsion system was obtained from the product of supplied power and the
stated or assumed value of propulsive efficiency (see Table 5). Occasionally, the maximum
thrust provided by the propulsion system (i.e. the power plant coupled with the propeller)
was also given, in which case that value was entered as the supplied thrust of the power
plant. Rarely, the thrust of the power plant at the best-range condition was stated, in
which case it too was entered. Alternatively, if values of maximum propulsive power and
maximum-range airspeed were provided, the maximum-range thrust was computed from
their ratio.
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For turbojet-, turbofan-, or rocket-propelled UAVs, the rated thrust of the engine(s) or
rocket motor was input to the Database as the supplied thrust of the power plant. If the
thrust required at best-range conditions was provided, its value was input. The propulsive
power supplied by turbojet or turbofan engines or rocket motors was estimated from the
product of the rated thrust and the maximum or, in its absence, operating airspeed of the
UAV; and, as for propeller-driven UAVs, a supplied-power–to–mass ratio was computed.
The maximum available thrust of whatever propulsion system is used was then computed
by dividing Pav,max by Vmax ; and the maximum thrust-to-weight ratio, Tav,max / W , was
computed. For turbojet-, turbofan-, and rocket-propelled UAVs, this is simply the rated
thrust and thrust-to-weight published for the system, Tsupp and Tsupp / W , respectively;
while, for propeller-driven UAVs, a value that can be used for comparison with other
systems and with any published thrust values was obtained.
Also for comparison with published values entered in the Database, the propulsive power
required at the best-range condition was estimated when values of maximum available
power and maximum climb rate were available for propeller-driven UAVs or from the
product of supplied thrust and best-range airspeed for turbojet- or turbofan-driven UAVs,
as indicated in Table 5. The computation for propeller-driven UAVs relies on the analytical
methods employed by Lan and Roskam [54] for manned aircraft and is outlined in
Appendix B. From the values of W max− T/O , Vmax-R , and Pmax -R (if available), the maximum
flight efficiency (hflight,max, defined in Table 5), an approximation of the maximum lift-todrag ratio was evaluated. It could then be compared with any published values.
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Appendix B Estimation of Best-Range Power
for Propeller-Driven Aircraft
The best-range (i.e. cruise) power of an aircraft ( Pmax -R ) may be estimated from known values of maximum available propulsive power (Pav,max), best-range airspeed ( Vmax -R ), and
maximum vertical climb rate ((R/C)max) by use of the simplified analytical methods described in Chapters 5 and 9 of Lan and Roskam [54]. The values of Pmax -R provided in the
Database were obtained by the method outlined here. N.B. All variables in the following
analysis are those at sea level.
At an aircraft’s maximum-climb condition, its full propulsive power (Pav,max, as defined in
Table 5) is assumed to be utilised to provide the power required to overcome drag (Preq)
and that required purely for the vertical climb. Therefore,

Pav,max = Preq,( R/C )max + W ( R /C ) max ,

(B.1)

where Preq,( R/C )max is the propulsive power required at the airspeed at which the maximum
climb rate is achieved and W is the weight of the aircraft. The required power at any
steady flight condition is given by the general relation:
Preq = DV ,

(B.2)

where V is the speed of the aircraft. The drag force (D) is balanced by the thrust of the aircraft’s propulsion system and is given by:
D=

1
ρ S wingV 2 C D ,
2

(B.3)

where ρ is the density of air [63], Swing is the wing area, and C D is the drag coefficient. If a
parabolic approximation is used for the drag polar, one may write:
C D = C D ,0 +

C L2
,
π e AR

(B.4)

where C D ,0 is the ‘parasitic drag’ coefficient, C L is the lift coefficient, e is Oswald’s span
efficiency factor, and AR is the wing aspect ratio. In steady flight, when the lift balances the
weight of the aircraft, one may also write:
W=

1
ρ S wingV 2 C L .
2

(B.5)

It may be shown that for propeller-driven aircraft at the maximum-climb condition [54],
Equation B.4 yields:
C D = C D ,( R /C )max = 4C D ,0 .
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Evaluating Equations B.2 and B.3 at the maximum-climb condition and substituting the results, along with C D ,( R /C )max from Equation B.6, into Equation B.1 yields:
Pav,max − W ( R / C )max = 2 ρ S wingV(3R/C )max C D ,0 .

(B.7)

The lift and drag coefficients and forward speed of the aircraft at the maximum-climb
condition ( C L ,( R /C )max , C D ,( R /C )max , and V( R /C )max respectively) may be related to the lift and
drag coefficients and speed at the best-range condition ( C L ,max -R , C D ,max -R , and Vmax -R , respectively) to permit C D ,0 to be obtained from Equation B.7. At best-range conditions, it
may be shown that [54]:
C D = C D ,max -R = 2C D ,0 .

(B.8)

Combining Equations B.6 and B.8 with evaluations of Equation B.5 at the best-range and
maximum-climb conditions yields:
V( R /C )max
Vmax -R

=

C L ,max -R
1
=4 .
C L ,( R /C )max
3

(B.9)

Substituting V( R/C )max from Equation B.9 into Equation B.7 and solving for C D ,0 then gives:
C D ,0 =

3 3 4 Pav,max − W ( R / C )max
.
3
2
ρ S wingVmax
−R

(B.10)

Finally, the power required at the best-range condition may be obtained by evaluating
Equations B.2, and B.3 at the best-range condition and employing Equation B.8. Thus,
3
Pmax −R = ρ S wingVmax
−R C D ,0

=

33 4
[Pav,max − W ( R / C )max ],
2

(B.11)

where the expression for C D ,0 given in Equation B.10 has been used. To assess the reasonableness of the data used in the computation and the result, one may determine e and
from Equations B.4 (in combination with Equations B.5 and B.8) and B.10 and compare
their values with published data for similar aircraft [54].
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Appendix C Scaling Laws for the Characteristics
of Manned Aircraft and Birds
Scaling laws for the characteristics of manned aircraft and birds have been presented
alongside the data from the UAS Database to illustrate the expected dependence of vehicle
characteristics on m, based on the assumption of geometric and aerodynamic similarity (i.e.
1/3
and C L is constant) and to demonstrate how the
characteristic lengths scale as m
characteristics of UAVs compare with those of other flyers. From data published in Jane’s
All the World’s Aircraft [20], Liu [19] derived these scaling laws and empirically based
power laws for manned propeller-driven (i.e. piston-engine and turboprop) and turbofanpowered transport aircraft, which describe their geometric, aerodynamic, and propulsive
characteristics. For convenience, they are provided in Table C.1.
The entry in Table C.1 for the mean wing loading, W / Swing , of manned aircraft differs
from the one given by Liu, as he provided a scaling law for the maximum wing loading,
Wmax - T/O / Swing , rather than for W / Swing . The newly derived relation for W / Swing as a
function of m was obtained through least-squares fitting of the data for manned aircraft
supplied by Liu, as was the relation for the best-range airspeed, Vmax -R , of propellerdriven aircraft as a function of W / S wing . Empirically based best-fit power laws for the
installed engine thrust, Tsupp , were obtained similarly; however, the exponents were not
fixed and were products of the linear-regression analyses. N.B. The term Psupp is used here
to represent the total power supplied to the aircraft (or bird) by its engine(s), also
sometimes termed installed power; whereas Liu used the term ‘available power’, PA , to
represent this quantity.
Shown in parentheses with each entry in Table C.1 is the relative uncertainty (at 90% CFL)
associated with the best-fit power law. For the scaling laws with fixed exponents (e.g. 1 3
for length scales, as dictated by the assumption of geometric similarity), the value represents the relative uncertainty associated with the power-law coefficient. Liu [19] provided
mean relative error values; whereas the relative uncertainty values presented here were
computed using the raw data supplied by Liu.
Based largely on the biometric data published by Tennekes [21], Liu [19] also provided a
similar set of scaling laws and empirical best-fit power laws for birds. Several of these are
listed in Table C.1 (where noted), along with a scaling law for the length of a bird’s body
provided by Templin [28] (and also used by Liu). Additional data for birds was sourced
from Alerstam et al. [22] and Chatterjee et al. [23]; and it, along with the geometrical data
provided by Tennekes (via Liu), was regressively fitted to obtain several of the scaling
laws given in Table C.1. Because the data for the best-range airspeed, Vmax -R , of birds
provided by Tennekes was itself the product of an estimation based on a scaling law for
Vmax -R in terms of W / S wing , the scaling law for Vmax -R provided by Liu was not used.
Instead, it was replaced with the power law for best-range airspeed as a function of m
derived by Alerstam et al. Likewise, the scaling law for the chord-based Reynolds number
associated with fixed-wing cruising flight, Re max -R , for birds provided by Liu was
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Table C.1 Scaling laws and empirical best-fit power laws for manned aircraft and birds that permit
estimation of the aerodynamic and geometric characteristics of a flyer given its mean
mass, m. The scaling laws for aircraft were derived by Liu [19] or obtained through
least-squares fitting or averaging of the data provided by Liu. The scaling laws for birds
were obtained by use of data provided by Liu, Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al.
[23]. Listed in parentheses with each entry is the relative uncertainty at 90% CFL.
parameter

manned propellerdriven aircraft

manned turbofanpowered aircraft

birds

maximum mass,
mmax-T/O or mmax (N)

1.282 m (±1.2%)

length,
ltotal (m)

0.878 m1 / 3 (±2.8%)

a

maximum fuselage
width, dfuse (m)

0.103 m1 / 3 (±3.2%)

a

wingspan,
b (m)

0.989 m1 / 3 (±4.0%)

a

1.10 m1 / 3 (±2.5%)

wing area,
Swing (m2)

0.120 m 2 / 3 (±8.6%)

a

0.160 m 2 / 3 (±5.0%)

c

mean chord,
c (m)

0.121 m1 / 3 (±9.6%)

a

0.146 m1 / 3 (±5.2%)

d

wing aspect ratio,
AR

8.15 (±10%)

mean wing loading,
m Swing (kg/m2)

9.02 m1 / 3 (±5.3%)

a

1.242 m (±3.1%)

22.7 m1 / 6 (±8.0%)
e
2.70 ( W Swing )1 / 2 (±4.9%)

Reynolds number,
Remax -R = Vmax -R c /ν

194 × 103 m1 / 2 (±7.6%)

a

0.306 m1 / 3 (N/A)

7.55 (±5.7%)
e

236 (±2.8%)

24.0 m7 / 6 (±9.4%)

maximum flight
efficiency, hflight,max

11.9 (±11%)

a

c

d

7.73 m1 / 3 (±6.5%)

c

g

16.0 m0.13 (±4.5%)
g
4.7 ( W Swing )0.28 (±2.9%)

f

315 × 103 m1 / 2 (±5.9%)

best-range power,
Pmax -R (W)

b

N/A

a

a

best-range airspeed,
Vmax -R (m/s)

a

a

a

157 × 103 m0.463 (±4.6%)
17.7 m7 / 6 (±18%)

supplied power,
Psupp (W)

69.3 m1.13 (±7.2%)

a

1190 m0.977 (±7.9%)

supplied thrust,
Tsupp (N)

5.28 m0.884 (±18%)

e

8.93 m0.924 (±3.2%)

e

e

h

a

11 m −0.037 (±22%)

d

31 m0.9675 (±16%)

a

N/A

a

Derived by Liu [19].
Derived by Templin [28].
c
Obtained through least-squares fitting of data provided by Liu, Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23].
d
Based on other scaling laws (using definitions given in Tables 1–5); error estimated by propagation [37].
e
Obtained through least-squares fitting of data provided by Liu.
f
Obtained by averaging the data provided by Liu.
g
Derived by Alerstam et al.
h
Obtained through least-squares fitting of the data provided by Alerstam et al.
b
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replaced with a newly derived expression for Remax -R based on the relation for Vmax -R
given by Alerstam et al. and the scaling law for mean wing chord, c‾, derived here; and
Liu’s scaling law for maximum flight efficiency, hflight,max, was replaced with a newly derived expression based on the relation for Vmax -R given by Alerstam et al. and those for
Wmax - T/O and Pmax -R given by Liu. The substitutions were made because the extensive experimental data used by Alerstam et al. is likely to be significantly more accurate than that
from many other sources, as all bird species were evaluated in cruising, migratory flight,
rather than under laboratory conditions (e.g. in wind tunnels). The relation for Vmax -R as a
function of W / Swing given by Alerstam et al. is also presented in Table C.1.
The scaling laws and empirically based best-fit power laws for the various aircraft parameters are presented in Table C.2 as functions of W max - T/O . In several cases, new best-fit
power laws for the data for manned aircraft provided by Liu were derived to obtain these
relations; while in others (where noted), the scaling laws given in Table C.1 were re-cast
from dependence on m to dependence on m max - T/O by use of the relation between W and
Wmax - T/O given by Liu: W max - T/O = 1.282 W, which implies that m max - T/O = 1.282 m. This
was done when the data needed to fit a given parameter as a function of m max - T/O was
unavailable. The scaling laws for birds presented in Table C.1 were re-cast in terms of mmax
by use of a similar relation derived by Liu for birds: Wmax = 1.242 W (or m max = 1.242 m).
Re-casting was necessary because the biometric data for birds was given by Tennekes [21],
Alerstam et al. [22], and Chatterjee et al. [23] as a function of m alone.
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Table C.2 Scaling laws and empirical best-fit power laws for manned aircraft and birds that permit
the characteristics of a flyer to be estimated given its maximum mass ( m max - T/O or
m max (kg) for aircraft or birds, respectively). The scaling laws for aircraft were obtained
by fitting the data provided by Liu [19] or (when insufficient data were available) by recasting Liu’s scaling laws from dependence on m to dependence on m max - T/O . The scaling laws for birds were obtained by re-casting those given in Table C.1 in terms of
m max . Listed in parentheses with each entry is the relative uncertainty at 90% CFL.
parameter

manned propellerdriven aircraft

manned turbofanpowered aircraft

birds

length,
ltotal (m)

1/3
0.814 mmax
− T/O (±3.0%)

maximum fuselage
width, dfuse (m)

1/3
0.0948 mmax
− T/O (±3.4%)

wingspan,
b (m)

1/3
0.924 mmax
− T/O (±3.8%)

a

1/3
1.02 m max
(±2.6%)

wing area,
Swing (m2)

2 /3
0.103 mmax
− T/O (±7.7%)

a

2 /3
0. 139 mmax
(±5.1%)

b

mean chord,
c (m)

1/3
0.112 mmax
− T/O (±8.9%)

c

1/3
0.136 m max
(±5.0%)

c

wing aspect ratio,
AR

8.29 (±10%)

max wing loading,
Wmax Swing (N/m2)

1/3
109 mmax
− T/O (±5.3%)

best-range airspeed,
Vmax -R (m/s)
Reynolds number,
Remax -R = Vmax -R c /ν

a

b

7.55 (±5.7%)
a

a

a

236 (±2.8%)

7 /6
21.0 mmax
− T/O (±10%)

maximum flight
efficiency, ηflight,max

10.6 (±12%)

b

c

1/3
81.6 m max
(±7.4%)

b

b

0.13
(±4.5%)
15.6 mmax
b
8.4 ( W max S wing ) 0.28 (±3.5%)

d

1/2
272 × 103 mmax
− T/O (±6.2%)

best-range power,
Pmax -R (W)

b

N/A

c

1 /6
22.7 mmax
− T/O (±7.7%)
a
3.53 ( W max − T/O S wing ) 1 / 2 (±5.2%)
1/2
184 × 103 mmax
− T/O (±7.1%)

1/3
0.285 m max
(N/A)

a

c

supplied power,
Psupp (W)

1.16
40.4 mmax
− T/O (±8.3%)

a

0.924
1910 mmax
− T/O (±4.6%)

a

supplied thrust,
Tsupp (N)

0.896
3.97 mmax
− T/O (±18%)

a

0.906
8.62 mmax
− T/O (±3.2%)

a

a

0.463
142 × 103 mmax
(±4.7%)

7 /6
13.7 mmax
(±19%)

b

−0.037
11 mmax
(±22%)

c

0.9675
25 mmax
(±17%)

b

b

N/A

a

Obtained through least-squares fitting of data provided by Liu [19].
Obtained by re-casting the scaling law given in Table C.1 by use of Liu’s relations: Wmax-T/O = 1.282 W (±12%)
for aircraft and Wmax = 1.242 W (±9%) for birds; error estimated by propagation [37].
c
Based on other scaling laws (using definitions given in Tables 1–5); error estimated by propagation [37].
d
Obtained by averaging the data provided by Liu [19].
b
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